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ABSTRACT

The focus of the practicum will be a close examination of the effect of design details

within an interior environment. The opportunity for the investigation was inspired by the

limited research devoted to the subject, though the strength of a design project often lies in

the relationship of all the elements involved within an interior space, down to the smallest of

scales. The selection of the topic was also due to a personal need to understand details within

my own design strategies. There is a challenge in evolving a project that begins by

responding to the minute rather than the beginning with the whole shell. For the profession

of Interior Dsign, the relevance of the research will provide a framework for evaluating

details, which does not yet sdst. The research will also increase awareness of the impact of

design details, based on their performance as well ¿¡s appearance capabilities.

As the design context is secondary to the inquiry, the environment will allow for a

demonstration of the significance of design details. Personal interest is in the investigation of

waiting spaces. More specifically, an airport lounge is chosen as the testing site. The inquiry

process will use enisting airport lounges in both a domestic and international conterct as the

platform for dissection. Understanding how the design details are o(pressed within the

airport lounge atmosphere will build a foundation of design strategies. The findings resulting

from the research will then be communicated within the design solutions for the proposed

V/innipeg International Airport lounge.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PROIECT O\rERVIEW

Details are everywhere. They are born out of the materials or the constnrction

process used. At times they become transitions between elements, where a closer

o<amination of the type of ioint or corner becomes the challenge for an interior designer.

Sometimes the design details are used to conceal flaws in construction such as the baseboards

used to hide any gaps between the floor and the wall planes. In addition, there are examples

where detail becomes an oçression of unseen conditions, such as, non-structural pilasters

acting as a symbol for the actual structure that is buried in the wall behind. A historical

orample can be seen in the work of the architect, Louis Sullivan, who implemented the

ornate detailing to mask the columns of the Chicago Auditorium. Sullivan's detail relied on

the strength of its appeârance. [n contrast, the Farnsworth House by Ludwig

Mies Van Der Rohe revealed the power of the exposed structural steel columns. It is a

celebration of the performance aspect of a detail. 'His progressive refinement of connections,

. structure, and space" imparts the importance of the continual re-examination of details also

required by all interior designers in their own design strategies. (Lambert, 2001, pp. 25)

Details communicate the designer's intentions and contribute to the development of the

overall environmental impression. A thorough understanding of the influence and

appropriateness of design details to the development of the overall impression is essential,

otherwise, "inappropriate details are as destructive in interior design as clumsy brush strokes

in painting or discordant notes in music." (Abercrombie, 1990, pp. 1a3).

The selection of this practicum topic was based on my own curiosity about the impact

of the small, and often overlooked, aspects of design. Inspiration for this topic existed in the
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work of Carlo Scarpa who "paid great attention to detail, often using several different

materials simultaneously. He explored tiny universes, studying the relationship among all the

elements involved without losing sight of the proiect as a whole." (Dal Co, 1985) In

understanding an environment where details would be intimately observed I chose to analyze

a waiting area. The waiting room is often the first interaction within a building, and can set

the stage for events to come. For instance, if the space lacks signage or if the seats are

uncomfortable it may amplify already heightened emotions whereas accommodating the

users behavioral requirements affects a sense of control and reassurance. An airport lounge

will serve as conte:ú for demonstrating the interaction of detail and human response.

1.1 STATEMENT OF INTENT

The proposed practicum topic will address the significance and appropriateness of

details in interior design. More specifically, the challenge is: How do design details reinforce

the atmosphere and contribute to a successful interior environment?

The intended exploration shall uncover the principles that are important in designing

details. Through the e<amination of er<isting airport lounge environments, there is potential

for uncovering common themes in the design of details. These findings will support the

practicum design by undergoing a similar process of investigation. The analysis methods will

build a framework that can also be applied to future projects.
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1.2 PROIECTDESCRTPTION

Travel is ingrained in human nature. Millions of people fly to destinations across the

world yearly. No matter the choice of location an airport will always be a part of the flight

o<perience. Anticipation of the vacation, nervousness regarding a meeting, or anxiety over

the flight itself will result in heightened emotions of both those arriving and departing. How

to soothe these varied emotions is important to the success of the airport and the succæs of

the flight or event ahead. A lounge space is a venue for creating an atmosphere of comfort

and relaxation. Here, business needs can be met. Waiting can become an event in itself. For

those who are fortunate enough to access the airline lounges, their needs are fully addressed.

In the common waiting area, the needs are accommodated, though to a lesser degree. The

criteria for the designed erperience of the proposed airport lounges, both the V.I.P and

common lounge, will address the physical as well as emotional comfort needs. The needs will

address concerns for privacy and territoriality as well as public issues. An atmosphere of

security and control will help to aid in comfort as well. This will be exemplifìed through the

users perception and ability to maneuver with confidence in the space. In essence, the design

of the airport lounges will result from a close look at how an atmosphere is reinforced

through the details.

2.0 INQUTRY PROCESS

There are various performances and appearances of details. To articulate the structure

of the interior or to express or conceal the way a building has been constructed are

behaviours. Details are used to establish scale or to deny it. They might respond to the
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stylistic and historical associations of the architecture or interior dimension. Understanding

the intention of the interior space will determine its performance and/or appearance

requirements.

Two case studies were initially visited as an existing o<ample of the use of details.

Both an airport lounge in Canada, as well as an international orample, was used as the basis

for the research. Observation of the interior elements provided the basis for the following

methodology

In the dsign of the methodology, three approaches were used to allow for different

angles in oramining design details. An anaþic chart created a framework for which a

comparison of details evaluated the intentions of the design. A qualitative grid registered the

scales on which a detail can be characterized. Finally a continuum scale positioned details

according to their performance and appearance features. Through the systematic anaþis of

the design details any linkages or key features will be highlighted in the summary of findings.

Emerging patterns, themes, and categories drawn from the data will be addressed.

In gathering literature, there was limited research about the role of design details

within interior environments. Some of the literature consisted of only a review of

encyclopedic classifications of existing design characteristics. For instance, The Elements of

Style: A Practical Encyclopedia of Interior Architectural Details from 1485 to the Præent,

edited by S. Calloway (1996), documents and classifies existing det¿ils. Standard categories

are doors, windows, staircases, built-in furniture, and fireplaces. The book directly depicts

how the details have transformed through the eras. In evaluating contemporary interior

details it is imperative to know the historical evolution. Recognizing how details have
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evolved and researching contemporary expressions should lead to an informed understanding

of the future of interior details. V/hat is missing from this literature is the further

understanding of the implications of the historical details and how they have come ro

reinforce the overall design. Their characteristics are not explored as to cultural or to

symbolic reference. The limitation in research literature indicated the need for

understanding the implications of design details to reinforce their signifìcance.

2.1 OF A DETAIT

To clari$r my own understanding of what a detail is, a search for the potential

properties was required. The unraveling will determine the specific definition that will guide

the subsequent programme and design.

The first step \Mas to collect definitions from various disciplines, as there is no specific

interior design definition. Architecture, Building Construction and Fine Art terms were

referenced and noted for where linkages could be made. An overview of the findings will

highlight the research. According to the Architecture sources, scale, is the reiterated

element, where a detail is defìned as a minor part. Each defìnition indicates that the

importance of the detail is in belonging to a whole design or concepr. (Dictionaty of

Atchitecture,1952). The Building Construction dictionaries prefer to stress the importance

of the detail drawing, which emphasizes the detail's need for quantitative information such as

dimension, materials, number of pieces, location, correlation of elements, and operations to

be performed. (Architectural and Building Tradæ Dictionary,1969). Finally, in Fine Arts the

detail defìnes the character of the overall image, where a detail is "essential to its truth or

finish" (A Dictionaty of Terms in Art,1984).
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According to Kilmer and Kilmer in Dæigning Interiorsthere is a framework to design

approaches that is related to the understanding of what a detail involves.

The following chart explains:

Figure I - fundamental components of a design
detail (source: Kilmer & Kilmer, 1992)

In defining the intention of the design detail, a guideline was demonstrated in

Figure I for the investigation of the components. V/ill the proposed detail be functional or

visual? The function may be intended as decorative, but the five approaches will then

determine the style. A function of structural intent would follow a similar path. The goal of

the detail may also aid in choosing the path, a relaxing atmosphere may be suited to a

naturalistic approach. Basically, an understanding of the intent of the design detail will guide

the path to understanding its defining properties.

As details are part of a design strategy they inherently entail both the elements and

principles of design. Keeping the elements and principles in mind aids the understanding of

what characterizes a detail.
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ETEMENTS of design 1. Space

2. Line

3. Form
4. Shape

5. Texture
6. Mass

7. Volume
8. Colour
9. Light and Shadow

PRINCIPLES of design 1. Balance

2. Rhythm
3. Emphasis

4. Proportion
5. Scale

6. Unity
T.Harmony
8. Variety
9. Contrast

An interesting note found in the literature search is by the author, Ambercrombie, in

A Philosophy of Interior Design, where he states that the rhythmic effect is the primary aim

of all formal ornament. Ambercrombie further states, "however successful a pattern may be

in other respects, if it strikes anywhere a false rh¡hmic note, its case is hopeless"

(Ambercrombie, 1990, pp. 150). What the author clarifies is that the rhythmic sense is drawn

from a primitive origin, song and dance, and is a principle people naturally respond to.

This investigation will focus on the character of a design detail, and not an

examination of working details and drawings.

For the purpose of this report, the explicit definition of a design detail is. . .

. . . a properly used to Øcpress an intended atmosphere. The scope of the detail can be as

small as a material connection or as large as a piece offurniture. It is in the value of its purpose

that a design detail contributes to the overall impression of an interíor environment.
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2.2 AIR CANADA LOUNGE _ DOMESTIC CASE SruDY

Canadian airports include orclusive space designated by Air Canada, which houses their

Maple Leaf Lounges. The lounge has been designed to make the time prior to boarding and after

arriving relaxing and to offer premium customers a first class level of service in a quiet and

comfortable environment. The renovated and expanded 5000 square feet Maple Leaf Lounge in

'Winnipeg is located in the post-security zone and can accommodate up to ninety users. The same

design strategies are used throughout the lounges in Canada though regionally the use of local

artists, materials and suppliers are used whenever possible. (See Figures 2 - 5)

Amenities provided are:

1. complimentary light snack and alcoholic / non-alcoholic beverages, including
local beer on tap, cappuccino and espresso

2. wide selection of newspapers and magazines

3. television sets with headsets

4. conference rooms

5. cyber cafes - customers can browse the internet on flat screen computers
equipped with high-speed internet access (not in V/innipeg)

6. Xerox Business Center - leading edge business facilities including a range of
Xerox equipment to send faxes, print, copy, or scan: latest IBM personal

computers and software, modern, ergonomically designed office furnishings
and high-speed access to the lnternet

7. artwork from various Canadian artists, most notably in most of the Canadian
lounges are a sculptured glass wall by Winnipeg artist'Warren Carthers

8. Concierge service is provided for the Aeroplan SuperElite members

8



Overview of Maple Leaf Iounge, Vancouver, B.C.

(source for figures 2-5: hap://www.aircanada-ca/services/business/virnral-worlds)

Figure 2- Iounç Area
-dranatic linear element

Figure 4 - Bistro -glossy
-various highly reflective surhces

Figure 3 - Business Cenrre
-emphasis on symm€try

Figure 5 - Reception

- use of dark maærials to accent
formand line

Amenities offered in international Air Canada lounges, specifically Iondon and Paris,

further include private shower facilities, valet service for clothes pressing and shoe cleaning.

Under deveþment is the creåtion of cyber cafes, as a means of entertainment or communication.

In 2000, more thån 2.6 million customers visited Air Canada's lounges worldwide. Access

to the lounge is restricted to same-day ticket holders flytog first class, business class, Aeroplan

Elite and super Elite members, and Sur Alliance gold. The maiority of these members are male

and make use of the lounge services at leåst one a week. The Business Centre is a key amenity for

the users and access to technology is vital. Customers could also gain access with a Maple Leaf

Iounge card, Diners Club International card, and,A,ir Canada Maple I"eaf Club membership. The

cæt to become a Maple l"eaf Club member is $375 per year. Spousal membership can also be

9
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2.2 qUANTAS CLUB LOUNGE - INTERNATIONAI CASE STUDY

Further examples of the amenities within a V.I.P. lounge is in the broader design of

an international conts<t. Three of the key business destinations in Australia are Sydney,

Melbourne, and Brisbane and the airport lounge must accommodate the needs of a business

day with advanced technology and services. V/ith an increased customer base there are

unique demands that are required by the international flyer. Features introduced in Sydney

include business facilities using the latest technology, communications capability throughout

the lounge allowing customers to plug in their lap tops, charge their mobile phone or access

email from the comfort of an armchair or within smaller, more private areas. Each lounge

can accommodate 650 Q-antas Club members and their guests - 500 Business Class and 150

First Class in separate lounge areas - making these the largest international V.I.P. departure

lounges in the Southern Hemisphere. The redevelopments in Melbourne and Brisbane

lounges mirror the changes Q.antas made in its Sydney lounge, with a strong emphasis on the

integration of the latest business tools and communications technology into the design

concepts. Further, they added amenities such as Internet-friendly worlstations, conference

rooms, expanded dining choices and baby-sitting services.

According to the Qantas mandate, the privileges of the lounge are as follows:

1. Business Facilities
- Quiet workstations
- Personal message and fax service
- Complimentary fax, photocopying and Australian postage

- Private meeting rooms at Australian lounges
- Cheque cashing facilities at Australian lounges

2. Comforts
- Complimentary refreshments
- Newspapers, magazines and television facilities
- Bathrooms

10



3. Travel Services
- Complimentary Q,antas Frequent Flyer membership
- Priority telephone reservations in Australia
- Personal travel profile for seat and meal preferences
- Extra baggage allowance and priority baggage handling in Australia
- Priority waiting list
- Final boarding calls are made from the Q-antas Club

An interesting point made in their personal description of the Business Centre is the

advertising of "personal space". The description is that "with a number of unique zones in the

lounge, it's iust as easy to do business as it is to unwind". (http://www.quantas.com). Q-antas

Club also boasts a Wine Bar, plenty of entertainment, and various.dining opportunities.

Another feature they feel proud to promote are the bathrooms, where the "modern and

contemporary bathroom facilities provide [one] with a welcome sanctuary to freshen up

before the flight." A noted feature of the bathroom is the inclusion of showers, a necessary

amenity for refreshing oneself after an international flight.

In the Sydney lounge interior, key features in spatial and functional requirements are:

1. Five self-service bars and buffets offering complimentary light refreshments and
snacks, including a communal wine bar. (See Figure 6 & 7).

2. Dedicated dining areas with café style searing.

3. Dedicated television lounges with plasma screen televisions scieening a mix of
public and cable television channels.

4. Individual consoles with telephone, po\Ã/er, and dat¿ connections between most
armchairs. (See Figure 8).

5. Modern and contemporary bathrooms. (See Figure 9).

6. Specially commissioned artworks by Australian artists fanet Laurence, Leslie
Oliver and Sokquon Tran.

7. A fully equipped Business Centre with private work stations, internet access, and
printing, faxing and photocopying facilities
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Overviery of Sydney Qanas Club Iounç
(source for figures 6.9: hup://www.quantas.com

Figure G Retro-modern Bar detail 7 - Rhythmic cafe seating

Figure 8 -relaxing chair workstations Figure 9- Serene bathrooms

A personal travel experience provided the opportunity to more cloeely er<amine the

Qant¿s Club in Melbourne, Australia. Features in the Business and First Class lounge were

very similar to those mentiond prior in Sydney. The design also included the

implementation of Australian materials, zuch as, native timbers contrastd with the cool

materials of glass and steel. Glass is often used in Australian destgo. A personal req)onse to

the material was the reference to the ocean, with a crþ and fresh atmosphere resulting.

Simple, clean lines and emphasis on form are used as elements in the Qant¿s Club desþ.

l.ocalized lighting provides the opportunity to individually control light levels by the

disuibution 6f l¡mps in the reading and waiting zones. A variety of seating options respond

to different needs, from low seating for comfort to quick bar-stool seating. Cafe and general

seating offer flexibility while banquettes offer a higher degree of privacy. The bathrooms

have also been sensitively designed. The detail of full-length doors allows each 'cubicle" to

act more like an individual room where private, personal space is desirable. (See Fþres 9 -

l8 for further descriptions).
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Melbourne Qantas Club -Business and First Class Iounges
(source for Figures 10 - 19: C. V. Harder)

Figurel0 -
Qantas Club Entrance

use ofrefined
materials -

Figure 12 -
Business Class

general sæting
color as a focal point -

Figure 13 -
G"ll*y Dtsplay
-over scaled

Figure 15 -
Wi¡ed'Workstations
- rhythmic space plan and

desigo

Figure 17 -
Individual stall
-s€rene retreat

Figure 11 -
Recepnion

- enphasis on line

Figure 19 -
Overview
ofFi¡stClass Iounç

ceiling and
lighting

Figure 14 -
Business Class Café
rhythmic desigo -

cool, crisp a'rnosphere -

Figure 16 -
Toilet hallway

rhythmic sense empbasized

through use of mirror -

Figure 18 -
Ffust Class Iounge

hallway
emphasis on line -
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2.3 DETAIL INVESTIGATIONS

Using the case studies as the means of investigation, the details will be oramined

according to their significance within the overall interior environment. The units of anaþis

will be in the form of images taken at the Qantas Club in Melbourne. Each design detail will

be specified with a caption defining the property to be analyzed according to their

interpretation. Using various systematic approaches will account for the different roles that a

detail is responsible for. Revealing the relationships and linkages that become apparent in the

investigations will begin to build the design detail framework. The concluding findings will

be useful in determining the characteristics of the practicum design.

2.3.1 ANALYSIS CHART

The structure for the anaþis chart was based on the research afticle "Furniture as

Artifact: An Investigative Model" from the Journal of Interior Design (See Appendix A). The

authors, Diane Williams-Bohle, Ph.D., and Carol C. Caughey, M.4., constructed a model to

identify the stylistic attributes, utilitarian character, and commercial value of historic pieces

of furniture. Their unraveling of the "ways to read or interpret" furniture leads to a modern

avenue of investigation for design details (Bohle & Caughey,1996, pp. A). As furniture itself

relies on the deøils to establish part of its significance, the comparison in research methods is

extremely useful. The objective of the adapted chart is to provide a "methodology that will

discover, decode, and interpret" the signifìcant symbolic and descriptive meanings of details

(Bohle & Caughey,1996, pp. 43).
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The topics of inquiry, modified from the Furniture model, need to be defined in

order to ground their selection:

1. Composition - encompasses both material and construction methods. Requires a

description of the natural, organic, or synthetic materials involved. Also included
is the method used to produce the detail and a physical description of the detail's
appearance.

2. Element -refers to the design of the detail as referenced previously from Kilmer
and Kilmer

3. Principle - refers to the design of the detail as referenced previously from Kilmer
and Kilmer

4. Approach - refers to the examples previously stated as naturalistic, organic,
geometric, abstract or metamorphic

5. Uses - refers to the classification of the function of a detail, which is defïned as

something that works in regards to fulfilling an intention. (Grillo, Form,
Function, and Design,1975). The use is defìned as the performance of the detail.

6. Durability - observation of the wear-ability, strength, abrasion resistance, ability
to be repaired, soil resistance, or colorfastness.

7. Social Function - how does the detail aid human performance

8. Emotional Value - refers to the classification of the ualue of a detail, which
establishes quality and the response to personal need. Emotional value identifïes
what the intended response is.

9. Economic Value - is estimated using information regarding the craftsmanship,
materials, designer, age innovation, rarity, or condition of the detail.

15



DETAIL #4

Magazine rack

Plaster, recessed lighting, metal
shelving

Form

Harmony

Geometric

Dispþ

v.G.

Aid in relaxation

Distraction, desire, knowledge

Custom display

DETAIL #3
Door lever

Stainless steel

Line

Emphasis

Geometric

Ease of opening and closing

Excellent

Privacy

Steel = Stability
Cool to the touch
Indusaial material

DETAIL #2

Sink and faucet

Porcelain, native wood, chrome

Shape

Contrast

C'eOmetric

Personal hygiene

v.G.

Cleansing

'W'ater 
= Serenity

Refined fixnrres

DETATL #1

Toilet doors

Timber, frosted acrylic, steel

Space

Rhythn

C'eometriC

Perception ofprivacy

Verl'good

Privacy

Comfon in privacy

Simple use of material

COMPOSTTION

ELEMENT

PRINCIPTE

APPROACH

USES

DURABTITY

socrAr
FI.]NCTION
EMOTIONAT
VATUE
ECONOMIC
VATUE

o\

Table 1- Anaþic Chart
(source: compiled by C.V, Harder)



DETAIT #8

Dividing/ dþlaywall
Timber panels, recessed lighting,

sctrlpnrres

Space

Emphasis

C'eomet¡ic

Display

v.G.

Vizual interest

Respect for Australian Fine Arts

High - exclusive artifacts

"lsttsili f';
:.1ii;ì

')fr,j

DETAIL #7

Banquette

Vinyl, plaster, steel, laminate,
fiberglass

Form

Rhythm

Organic

Dining

Vinyl - ortreme durability

Efficient seating

Relaxed, comfort

Custom cunedwall

DETAIL #6

Banquette

Plaster, lighting, upholstery

Light

Balance

Organic

Private seating

v.G.

Dynamic seating

Privacy

High qualþ fabric

DETAIL #5

Entrance door and wall

Timber, frosted glass, lighting

Light

Rhythm

C"eometric

Entrance

Very good

Refined first impression

Can develop sense ofentire
space upon enûance- conuol

Simple use of material

COMPOSITION

ETEMENT

PRINCIPTE

APPROACH

USES

DURABTITY

socrAr
FUNCTION
EMOTIONAT
VAIT,JE

ECONOMIC
VATUE

{

Table 2- Anaþic Chart
(source: compiled by C,V,Harder)



2.3.2 QUATTTATTVE GRrD

The qualitative grid format is based around a previous grid developed by the

industrial designer fay Doblin, which he used to evaluate corporate identities. (See Appendix

B.) The terms used to classify the details impart the significance of the qualitiæof details. It

is important to understand the terms used in o<pressing the qualities, as their meanings can

often become quite complor. To be able to identi$r the key qualities, knowledge into the

selection was gained through research into the theories of Charles E. Osgood, George f. Suci,

and Percy H. Tannenbaum in The Mæsurement of Meaning.

According to the authors, the purpose of the selection of terms is to try to reduce the

variety of potentially usable scales of judgment. The scale, from one term to its implied

opposite, is the basis of the grid. Ideally, there should be one specific scale "to represent each

of the factors of dimension of the semantic space." The original scale of adjectives was taken

from the Kent-Rosanoff list of stimulus words for free association back in 1910. The list was

creatd from a study of subjects that developed fifty iudgments used to create a matrix of

inter-co-relations among scales, which were most often occurring. This generated a single

50 x 50 matrix of every scale with its polar opposite. Next, to obtain an exhaustive sampling

of the semantic dimensions, each scale was broken down according to the 1941 edition of

Roget's Thesauraus. This created a classifìcation of word meanings that clustered in a 76 x76

scale, marginalized from the original 289 x 289. The matrix \Mas then broken down using

Thurstone's frequency of usage method, which resulted in eight factors being extracted. The

Eight Scales of Factor Anaþis are eight categories that include several related scales. One

l8



appropriate scale was choçen in for the evaluation of design details. The factors and scales are

as follows:

EVALUATIVE - complete / incomplete
POTENCY - masculine / feminine
ORIENTED ACTIVITY - meaningful / meaningless
STABITITY- rational / intuitive
TAUTNESS - angular / rounded
NOVETTY - complex / simple
RECEPTIVITY- interesting / boring
AGGRESSIVENESS - progressive/regressive

Both the Doblin scale and Osgood scale were used as a reference to create a valuable

grid for the understanding of details. Using Thurstone's frequency of usage method, each of

the chosen factors and scales were broken down, analyzed, and the appropriate word selected.

The process to rationalize the fìnal grid can be seen on the following page:

l.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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COMPLETE INCOMPLETE
MASCTJLINE FEMININE
MEANINGFTiL MEANINGLESS
RATIONAL INTUITTVE
ANG[]LAR ROTJNDED
COMPLEX SIMPLE
INTERESTING BORING
PROGRESSTVE REGRESSIVE

INTEGRAL APPLIED
HISTORIC ORIGINALITY
SIMPLISTIC DECORATTVE
EXCITING DULL
EFFICIENT WASTEFTJL
HIGH CLASS LOW CLASS
EXPENSTVE INEXPENSIVE

INTEGRAL APPLIED
HISTORIC PROGRESSIVE
COMPLEX SIMPLE
TNTERESTING BORING
EFFICIENT WASTEFUL
SOPFIISTICATED STANDARD
EXPENSTVE INEXPENSTVE
RATIONAL INTUITTVE

APPLIED INTEGRAL
HISTORIC CONTEMPORARY
COMPLEX SIMPLE
DYNAMIC STATIC
RATIONAL INTTIITWE
SOPHISTICATED AVERAGE
EXPENSWE INEXPENSWE
EXTRAVAGANT EFFTCIENT

OSGOOD SCALE

DOBLIN SCALE

COMBINATION

RESOLVED
SCALES

Table 3 - Qualitative Grid
(source: compiled by C.V. Harder)
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Valuable to the study is a definition of the term mæning. As a complex word, it

brings to mind several connotations such as: intention, message, response, expression, design,

implication, explanation, idea, connotation, interpretâtion, purpose, significance, value,

validity, worth, importance, and suggestion (Webster's Thesaurus, 1991 and Oxford

Dictionary, 1992.). According to Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum in The Measurement of

Meaning, there are three streams of definitions for mæning

1. Linguistic meaning (syntactical meaning)

-a situation in which the speaker utters it and the response which it calls forth in the

hearer

-in connection with the concept of "structure" of a language code, the "meaning"

being its function or position in the cde system

-to define the relationship of signs to other signs in the message matrix

2. Sociological meaning (pragmatic meaning)

-the relation of signs to situations and behaviors

3. Psychoþical meaning
-defining the distinctive mediational process or state which occurs in the organism

whenever a sign is received (decoded) or produced (encoded)

-since meanings are "mental" events and the stimuli representing signs is a obviously
"physical" event, any satisfactory theory must specifu the interrelation between these

levels of discourse.
-an association between signs and "ideas"

-the process or state in the behavior of a sign - using organism which is assumed to be

a necessary consequence of the reception of sight-stimuli and a necessary antecedent
for the production of sign-responses

Drawn from the research, my personal definition of meaning in relationship to a

design detail is. . .

. . the relationship between intention/interpretation of a deign and stimuli with the

behavior that acts as a response.
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APPLIED X INTEGRAL
HISTORIC x CONTEMPORARY
COMPLEX x SIMPLE
DYNAMIC x STATIC
RATIONAL X INTUITTVE
SOPHISTICATED x AVERAGE
Ð(PENSIVE X INÐOENSTVE
EXTRAVAGANT x EFFICIENT

APPLIED X INTEGRAL
HISTORIC X CONTEMPORARY
COMPLEX X SIMPLE
DYNAMIC x STATIC
RATIONAL X INTUITTVE
SOPTtrSTICATED X AVERAGE
E)GENSTVE X INÐ(PENSN¿E
EXTRAVAGANT X EFFICIENT

APPLIED X INTEGRAL
HISTORIC X CONTEMPORARY
COMPLEX X SIMPLE
DYNAMIC X STATIC
RATIONAL X INTUTTTVE
SOPHISTICATED x AVERAGE
E)GENSTVE X INÐGENSTVE
EXTRAVAGANT X EFFICIENT

APPLIED X INTEGRAL
HISTORIC X CONTEMPORARY
COMPLEX X SIMPLE
DYNAMIC X STATIC
RATIONAL X INTUITTVE
SOPHISTICATED X AVERAGE
E)(PENSTVE X INE)GENSTVE
EXTRAVAGANT X EFFICIENT

DETAIL #9
WALLPANELS

DETAIL #IO
INTERIOR WALL

DETAIL #I1
CAFÉPARTrI.ION

DETAIL #12
TELEPHONE BOOTI{Table 4 - Qgalitative Grid

(source compiled by C.V.Harder)
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APPLIED X INTEGRAL
HISTORIC x CONTMEPORARY
COMPLEX x SIMPLE
DYNAMIC X STATIC
RATIONAL x INTUITIVE
SOPHISTICATED X AVERAGE
Ð(PENSTVE x INÐGENSIVE
EXTRAVAGA}¡'T X EFFICIENT

APPLMD X INTEGRAL
HISTORIC x CONTEMPORARY
COMPLEX X SIMPLE
DYNAMIC X STATIC
RATIONAL X INTUTTTVE
SOPHISTICATED X AVERAGE
E)(PENSIVE X INE)GENSTVE
EXTRAVAGANT x EFFICIENT

APPLIED X INTEGRAL
HISTORIC X CONTEMORARY
COMPLEX X SIMPLE
DYNAMIC X STATIC
RATIONAL X INTUTTIVE
SOPHISTICATED X AVERAGE
E)(PENSIVE X INÐGENSTVE
EXTRAVAGANT X EFFICMNT

APPLIED X INTEGRAL
HISTORIC X CONTEMPORARY
COMPLEX X SIMPLE
DYNAMIC X STATIC
RATIONAL X INTUTTIVE
SOPTIISTICATED X AVERAGE
E)GENSIVE X INE)GENSIVE
EXTRAVAGANT X EFFICIENT

DETAIL #I3
CEILINGDESIGN

DETAIL#14
ISLAND CONNECTION

;:rì

l.'!

DESTGN#I5
WÂLLDETAIL

DETAIL #16
WALL DESIGNTable 5 - Qualitative Grid

(source: compild by C.V. Harder)
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2.3.3 XAP SCALE

The XAP scale was also developed by |ay Doblin, and was a representational line of

the d(cess Appearance and Performance of industrial prducts. Doblin defined performance

as what a product does with a goal of efficiency and economy. (Doblin, 1980, pg. 163)

Appearance was defined as the composite of messages deliberately added to products to

control user responses. The XAP scale helped to poaition products, or in this câse - details,

conceptually along a continuum. The scale began below the existence of a product, at XAP

0, where people must function without the use of the particular detail. At XAP I there was a

l:l identity between the product and the use for which it was intended and was often an

example of pure mechanisms, such as a paper clip. At XAP 5 the details v/ere at half

performance and half appearance. Often big selling, commercial products registered at

XAP 5. Luxury and refined products rÀ/ere at XAP 25 and purely decorative details were

positioned at XAP æ. The useful information from the process is the acknowledgment of

what a detail represents from its visual properties. The continuum aids in evaluating the

purpose of a particular design detail.
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DOOR LEVER
DESIGNED BY
ALVAR AALTO

XAP SCALE - JAY DoBLTN

QANTAS CLUB
DOOR LEVER

XAP 5

ORNATE BRASS
LEVERINDUSTRIAL

EXAMPLE

&
lr':&'ä|..,

tu{¡

XAP O

PERFORMANCE

XAP 1

PRIMITIVE
PRODUCTS,
PROTOTYPES,
DISPOSABLES,
ETC.

XAP 25

REGION OF
LUXURY
PRODUCTS

XAP oO

APPEARANCE
REGION OF
COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS

Table6-XAPSCATE
(source compiled by C.V.Harder)



XAP SCALE

XAP O

PERFORMANCE

BARE MINIMUM
PENDANT LIGHTING

IKEA LIGHTING
SYSTEM

QANTAS CLUB
BISTRO LIGHTING

'"4

XAP 25

\\r" 
"i '.tçjI ì:Fl.''.> -\*ï;it

I'¡¡
|.,
o\ I

I

XAP 1

PRIMITIVE
PRODUCTS,
PROTOWPES,
DISPOSABLES,
ETC.

5XAP
XAP æ

APPEARANCE
REGION OF
COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS

REGION OF
LUXURY
PRODUCTS

TableT-XAPSCALE
(source: compiled by C.V.Harder)



3.0 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

After reviewing the investigations into the characteristics of a design detail, the

following has become evident:

1. Determine the approach to a design and recreate in each interior zone. According

to Abercrombie in A Philosophy of Interior Dæign "a design attitude cannot be

abandoned once the basic outlines of a design are established; it must also inform

the most minute parts of the design if the result is to be coherent. (Abercrombie,

1990, pp 143.) In the anaþis chart for the Q-antas Club Lounge the majority of

approaches were geometric, so the treatment of details should follow through.

This can be seen in the grid treatment of the veneers used to panel the walls, the

square shape of the entrance hall lighting, as well the shape of the bar stool

seating. They may have followed through with sink and table shape, or a contrast

may have been the intent.

2. The rhythmic principle was used most frequently in the Anaþis Chart. Not only

in the performance sense of the repetitive lighting detail seen in the entrance hall,

Detail #5, but the appearance aspect was enhanced with the use of full length

mirrors to continue the rhythm of the fuIl length doors. The visual perception of

rhythm is also aided in increasing the visual scale of the room.

3. For a variety of visual stimulation, try to include most of the characteristics for

the elements and principles of design. This keeps each detail unique and serving

as an additive component to the design.
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4. Understand the emotional value attached to the detail. If you want a space to be

inviting, maybe an industrial handle, appearing cold and sterile, though

contemPorarli, may not be appropriate for the design as seen in Detail #3 of the

Anaþis Chart.

5. Identify the usage and follow through. In the case of Detail #1 in the Analysis

Chart the use was the perception of privary. Instead of a typical stall door, a full

size door was specifìed to contribute to the feeling of privacy. A sense of comfort

and retreat is further added to the detail to reinforce its intended use. Direction is

clearly given to both the performance and appearance aspect of a door, a response

to the sensitive understanding of the room's intended use.

6. Most details are responding to a need. For visual access, to emphasize a focal

point, to connect materials, or to highlight a form. Understand the goal of the

detail and its context.

7. Using the XAP scale to characterize details forces you look to the past to see the

evolution, and from that point you can identify where progress has been made.

In the example of the light, the shade has evolved, from paper to glass and the

wiring has become more sophisticated and clean. Even what appears as a more

decorative door handle, in the Alvar Aalto example, the added knowledge in the

use of wrapping the lever in leather for a more comfortable and approachable

look rather than simply for aesthetics, can be a valuable influence for the design

details.
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In response to the original question, 'How do design details reinforce the atmosphere

and contribute to a zuccessful inærior environment?', the evaluation of the intentions of a

space is the key factor. A process to clarifr the design cbaracters allowed for an opportunity

to reflect on the atmosphere desired. The result of the systematic approach hes been to

resolve issues of performance and appearance within the propæed interior environment,

which in response directed the spatial planning. The st¡ategy for the lounge space will be to

exanine the interior environment from the micro scale to the macro scale, a reversal of the

usual sæps. Further implications for the design süategy in the proposed airport lounge

became evident in the programming. (See ,{ppendix C). Identification of behavioral

requirements, deñnition of users, and zoning broke down the qualities intended for each

space. The resulting examination of space led the direction for the details to be

errperimented. For enample, a look at the entrance required a sense of security immediately

within tle space. The luggage storage units responded to this need, and a close look at what

develops and creates an image of security should be incorporated (See,A.ppendix E for further

descriptions).
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4.0 CONCTUSIONS

In undertaking the investigation, a sense of the complex nature of interior design has

been fully realized and appreciated. There is an awareness of the implications of the design

details in delivering the anticipated interior intent. The profession of Interior Design will be

enhanced due to the knowledge of the values inherent within design details. The knowledge

combined with the resulting design strategies will relay a sense of purpose in the design of

interior details. The ability to deconstruct the small scale features of an interior environment

will in return provide the cohesive design approach. The further insights into the analysis of

a design detail will also provide a framework that can be used in practice. Reinforcing the

spatial character intended by the designer needs to be follorved through to the detail design,

as stressed in the report.

How this research affected my personal design strategies was evident in the increased

anaþis that was first required for the proposed lounge space. The programming phase (see

Appendix C) placed increased importance on the values within the behavioral requirements,

an oramination necessary in understanding the needs within an interior environment. Using

the results as a framew<¡rk for anaþis, the design details responded to th6e outcomes.

Further, the outcomes provided a method for visualization for performance and appearance

qualities that will be useful in future projects. The value of the research is that it contributes

to the fìnal outcome of a design, but challenges the way a project is initially approached.
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*FURNITURE AS ARTIFACT: AN INT\TESTIGATIVE MODEL "

APPENDIX A

RESEARCH ARTICLE FROM THE TOURNAL OF INTERTOR DESIGN

Diane'Williams-Bohle, Ph.D., and Carol C. Caughey, M.A.
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GRID DEVETOPED BY tAY DOBTTN

.A,PPENDIX B

Attributed to fay Doblin in 1970

Provided by lerry 
'Weselake
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Table 9 - Grid developed bylay Doblin
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1.0 PROGRAMME

I.I FACILITY OVERVIEU/

In regards to the facility, the location will be secondary to the nature of the practicum

design. In the anaþis of a detail, the focus is on the connection to the overall environment.

The environment selected was based on the atmosphere that was desired, that of heightened

emotions. Airports fit into this concept, and human nature is similar around the world in the

anxiety, excitement, nervousness, or anticipation associated with the travel enperience.

Accommodating the user needs and developing an intention for the space will determine the

characteristics of the design details. The V/innipeg International Airport has been selected as

a local opportunity for a design intervention.

Using the inquiry processes in the research report as the framework, a deveþment of

the details will act as the response. The method is intended as a guideline that can be

associated into any interior environment; the choice of the airport is the model scenario.

Building off the key findings will also inform the decisions made in developing an o<pressive

lounge environment.

1.2 USER PROFILE

In accommodating the needs and desires of air travel passengers, an understanding of

who they are will be beneficial. Their profìles may be of more use to the direction of the

details than basic statistics of the'Winnipeg Ai.po.t traffic patterns.

Overall, trends in passengers are due to economic fluctuations. According to Geoffrey

Horner of Transport Canada and Barry E. Prentice, Director, Transport Institute, University
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of Manitoba in their study of Prairie aviation "consumer demand for air transport is sensitive

to changes in prices, incomes and quality. This varies amongst individuals and by the reasons

for travel. Generally, leisure travelers are more affected by price changes than business

travelers are. Overall, the level of demand rises and falls with the underþing tempo of the

economy" (Horner & Prentice, 2æ2, pp.5). Air travel is very sensitive to macroeconomic

growth and last five years have been more dynamic for various reasons. New discount airlines

have appeared, while the large full service airlines have merged and streamlined.

Of interest are the common concerns reportd due to airports and air travel.

According to the Bruce Hood in the Air Travel Complaints Commissioner's Report: luly 2000

to December 2001, the main issue of complaint is quality of service. In particular, the three

leading issues involve communication and rudeness, flight schedules, and lost or delayed

baggage.

W'ith limited access to airline or airport specific passenger profiles, an alternate

investigation was undertaken to compile the profiles. By looking at inflight magazines, the

publishers are acutely aware of the demographics of their target market - all of those aboard

the planes. The publishers often report their ûndings of who their spectators are and how the

inflight magazine responds to those needs. The parallel lies in that the same target market

will be inside the airport and their demands will follow

Air Canada is the dominant airline in Canada. According to Spafax, the publishers of

Air Canada's inflight magazine, Enroute, the international business passenger is the key to the

commercial airline world. The Spafax business passenger profïle statd "An ever-demanding

creature who often travels on the frontline of their company - these people are commercially-

minded and busy, elçecting especially high standards of product and service from their
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carriers. The maiority of the flying audience today when compared to the general population

is highly educated, high-earning and likely to be critical and well-informed although the

market broadens as airline competition results in special offers, bargains and cheaper

economy fares." (Spafa* Airline Publication, 2001). Considering the profìle of the passenger,

it is the busy people who often do not have time to read for pleasure or relax but when they

have several hours to spend in the air, the hours before landing and during the flight are an

opportunity to unwind.

For a profile of those using the Air Canada Maple Leaf lounge, in 2000, more than 2.6

million customers visited the airline's lounges worldwide. Customers could also gain access

with a Maple Leaf Lounge card, Diners Club International card, and Air Canada Maple Leaf

Club membership. The cost to become a Maple teaf Club member is $375 per year. Spousal

membership can also be obtained for $175. Access to the lounge is also restricted to same-day

ticket holders flyttg first class, business class, Aero-plan Elite and SuperElite members, and

Star Alliance gold. The Super Elite and Elite members constitute the top tier of Aero-plan

members and are mostly business travelers. This is due to gaining the ståtus through the

miles traveled each year with SuperElite logging 100,000 miles/year and Elite requiring

35,000 miles/year. It is interesting to note that both the SuperElite and Elite mainly travel

domestically, yet are still logging a high number of air miles. Thus, the members become

intimately involved with the airline lounge since they use the facilities approximately twice

per week. Specifically, SuperElite members are f36o/o male and the Elite members are

approximately 75o/o male. This percentage has varied slightly in the past decade. The most

common domestic flight is the'Winnipeg - Toronto route.
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In the interest of addre*sing the needs of the smaller, independent airlines for the

practicum project, knowledge of the passenger profiles will be beneficial in determining the

design details. ,A,ir Canada has focused on the business passenger, leaving an opportunity

open to address the needs of the additional passengers. 
'Westfet, a new Canadian carrier

formed in 1995, adds more cities and more aircraft each year, resulting in a dynamic

passenger profìle with an increased combination of business, leisure, student and senior

travelers.

In 2003, Airlines Magazine will be circulated on up to 2300 Westfet flights per week,

reaching a potential audience of approximately 650,000 passengers per month. Surveys and

passenger response indicate that in-flight magazines are read by approximately 85 percent of

'Westfet's guests. By year-end, Westfet will operate over 40 aircraft and expects to serve up to

approximately 8 million passengers throughout 2003, with passenger volumes and routes

increasing monthly. According to the publisher, the demographics of those aboard the planes

1. AGE: 850/o are between the ages of 18 - 50

2. HOUSEHOLD INCOME: 45olo earn over $85,000, 35olo earn over $@,000
3. EDUCATION: 50olo hold a University or College Degree

4. OCCUPATION: 500/o are professional, business owners or hold management positions

According to the in-flight magazine, W'estlet passengers are an attractive market to

capture. 'Whatever the nature of their travel, they spend a good deal of time participating in

recreational activities. From outdoor sporting and recreation to attending theatre, concens,

movies, museums, galleries and other major attractions, the Westlet reader is a very

are:

diversified traveler
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1.3 USERS AND A.CTIVITIES

When observing the south and north lounge spaces at the Winnipeg International

Airport on fanuary 15, 2003 the following general habits became aPparent:

1. Those who first enter the common lounge gravitate towards the end seat in the

series of long benches. The following people will leave a few seats on either side of

themselves in the centers of the benches. 'When the room begins to slowly fill up, any seat

available is taken, with little regard to who is beside them.

2. Most people come prepared îo wait and bring along ready material to pass the time.

Those who do not tend to sit for a short time and then wander, returning with a magazine or

newsPaper.

3. In the Maple Leaf Lounge, people are equally spread out, \Mith larger distances

given berween the seating arrangements. There are no benches; each person has a seat,

usually with two arms, to themselves. Approximately three out of the eight people in the

lounge where having conversations on their cell phone. The space in front of a television

was used to spread out a complimentary magazine, not for watching the screen.

4. Groups of people passing through customs will tend to bypass the duty free and

coffee shop and head for their gate waiting areas first. After seats have been secured,

someone \Mill be elected to stay with the bags while the others use the time to use the

bathroom, grab a coffee, and do any last minute shopping.

5. The seats occupied the most are the benches closest to the gate desk. There is a

need to make sure they will not be missed or no chance they will not hear their flight called.

There were only a handful of arxious faces, most looked nonchalant, simply in wait for the

oncoming flight.
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6. People flytrg by themselves tended to be very conscientious of those next to them

as well as any garbage left upon leaving. Those in groups tended to be more introverted and

left small amounts of papers, tissues, etc. behind.

7. In the hour before the departure, there is increased activity throughout the

lounges. Passengers, security, airport employees and airline employees seem to be in constant

motion. People sitting down quite often glance around to assess the activity. People watching

can be considered an activity further associated with lounge environments.

I.4 CLIENT PROFILE

Winnipeg Airports Authority (WAA) is a community-based, not-for-profit

corporâtion that operates, manages, maintains and invests in the \Vinnipeg International

Airport. Control of the airport was transferred from the federal government to'W4,4. on

|anuary l, 1997. Their mission is to provide excellent, commercially viable airport services

and facilities in partnership with the community. Their visions are to be recognized as safe,

innovative and progressive airport. Further goals are to become financially strong, a leader in

pursuit of globally emerging opportunities and a source of pride to Manitoba.

The'Winnipeg International Airport offers a broad range of air passenger and cargo

services with a total of twenty-five airlines. The airport serves approximately two million

people in Manitoba, Northwestern Ontario, Saskatchewan and Nunavut. In total, the airport

welcomes close to three million passengers each year. The city's geographical position has

allowed the airport to develop as a major distribution point and nofthern link to the Mid-

Continent Trade Corridor. Further development has lead to the airport creating direct flights

to three major US hub airports: Minneapolis-St. Paul, Chicago and Denver.
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Strategic directions for the future of the airport are as follows:

1. Deliver st¿te-of-the-art facilities, which highlight universal design principles.

2. Develop the airport as 24-hour intermodal transportation gateway and hub

3. Enhance customer service and value

4.lJtilize the airport to promote tourism and overall economic development

5. Involve community resources to the maximum
(source: http://www.waa.ca)

Over the nent 20 years, W'innipeg International Airport will face change due to

increased demands for, and opportunities driven by, air transport. Looking into the future, by

2020 the airport will serve five million passengers and 230,000 aircraft operations annually.

Passengers will experience state-of-the-art facilities offering optimum customer service and

value. The airport will continue to bolster local economic development in tourism, in

manufacturing and in distribution services. As a 24-hour gateway and hub, the airport will

demonstrate a progressive presence to the province and to the world.

1.5 SITE DESCRIPTION

Winnipeg International Airport was designed in 1960 by local V/innipeg architects

Green, Blankstein, Russel Associates. An airport expansion was developed and completed by

IKOY Partnership in May 1995. \Ã/innipeg International is Canada's first international airport

and remains a significant air gate\¡vay due to its proximity to major global flight paths and its

ready access to the entire continent. V/innipeg is one of the few North American locations,

which can optimize payload and range for international cargo freighters. Because of its

central location, Winnipeg benefïts from low cost telecommunications and shares a larger

business window with businesses in other time zones.
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The Winnipeg International Âirport occupies over 1,300 ha of land on flat terrain

dnined by two tributaries of the Assiniboine River - Omand's Creek and Truro Creek-

It is located at the geographic centre of North America and7 km from downtown V/innipeg.

YWG is C¿nada's longest serving international airpon. Opened in 1928, it was named

Stevenson Field, after Captain F.|. Stevenson D.F.C., a noted Manitoba aviator. YWG offers a

broad range of air passenger and cargo services, including international carriers, commuter

airlines, jet freight carriers, fixd b6se operators, and various cbarter operations- It serves over

3.0 million passengers and handles over 150,000 aircraft Qandings and uke-offs) and over

100,000 tonnes of cargo annually.

F,xterior of Winnipeg International Airpon. In
the Mies-SOM tradition of International style

architecnrre. (source: : hap://www.waa.ca)

Interior of Winnipeg International Aiq)ort,
1960, by architece Green, Bla¡ksæin, and
Russel Á,ssociates (source: http://www.waa.ca)
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I.5.2 AIRPORT CONTÐff

Within the \Vinnipeg Airport, the amenities and services existing are:

'4. Air Terminel Building:
Rest¿urantlBars

1. Winnipeg'e ¡|çshange Brew Works & Eatery -local microbrews on tap, full service

meals, pool tables, open from l1 a.m. to 10 p.m. (Mon./ Fri.), until9 p.-. (Sat./ Sun.)

2. Toast! Cafe and Bar - the only airside coffee bar, open from 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

(Mon./ Fri.) 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Sat./Sun.)

3. Tim Hortons - franchise coffee shop, opens from 6 a-m. to 9 p.m. daily
4. Second Cup - gounnet coffee shop, opens from 6 a-m. to 8 p.m. daily
5. Harvey's - fast food
6. Gunn's Bak ry - Winnipeg operatd bakery, local taste, open 24 hrs.

7. Norm 'n Nate's Delicatessen - Winnipeg based deli, local taste, open 24 hrs.

Retail
1. ARI North America (Duty Free) - alcohol, perfume, jewelry, etc.

2. A Store is Born
3. Coles Book Store - common bookseller

4. Four Winds Trading Ltd.
5. Relay& Canadian Scene- typical newsstand, three stores within airport
6. Showcase Manitoba - Manitoba art, unique souvenirs, Aboriginal and Inuit artists
7. Travele¡r (Financial Services) - currency enchange and insurance services

8. 'Welcome Flowers - flowers for all occasions

9. Whispering Pines - for nature enthusiasts

10.The Thoughtful Touch - souvenir store, stocks local Mordent chocolates

B. Ádditional Services and Amenities
l.Information Centre
2.Goods and Services Tax Rebate Kiosk
3.Baggage Carts
4.Children's Play area and structure
5.Inter-City leisure - arcade

6. Data Port/Modem Equipped Palphones
T.Baggage storage services, including a freezer for perishables

8.C"anâdâ Customs and Immigration offices
9. Tourism Winnipeg kiosk
10. Panel for hotel accomnodations

C. Hotel - connectd to airport via skywalk
1.Four Points Sheraton Hotel Restaurant - awarded four stare, contemporary cuisine
2.Four Points lounge - casual setting, contemporåry cuisine
3.locål Heroes Spotts Bar - casual bar, video Lotto, pool tables, satellite sports. open

from 11 a.m. to I a.m.
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I.5.2 IilINNIPEGIINTERNATIONALAIRPORTCONTÐff
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Detail of Design Conterct in Second [ævel, North Departure Iounge
rWinnipeg International Airport
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1.6 TRAVEL AIDS

Various methods can be employed prior to departure and upon arrival to combat the

effects of travel schaustion. 'W'hen traveling across several time zones, specifically on

international flights, the experience that often results is that of jet lag. According to the

airport demographics 80p/o of the flights are within Canada, limiting the orposure to iet lag.

However, there are physical and emotional stresses put on our bodies as a result of flying. In

combination with the dryness of the airline cabin, anxiety due to flying, and climatic changes

due to the travel destination, the effects of travel only become heightened but can be reduced

if certain amenities are provided. For instance, long walks after landing satisfy the legs need

to move, the mind's need to be entertained, and the cells requirement to soak up local light

and color. The human body functions in accordance with a sensitive and complor internal

clock that sets up rhe circadian rhythms. Our environments and our ability to provide the

timing for these rhythms act in concert, producing our daily physical schedule.

l. TIGHT - Research has begun into the effects of light and its effects on the body's

circadian clock. Exposure at night will have the effect of delaying the circadian clock time.

Sometime between 3:ü) and 4:00 a.m. when the body's temperature reaches its minimum,

light's effect switches to advancing the circadian clock. A light panel can simulate the effect

of natural light and help bring a balance back into the body's system.

To achieve the effiect an example can be seen in Andre Keilani for Snowlab's creation

Therapie, which is essentially a light panel that produces a calming effect through colour and

light therapy. The illuminated panels are available in four sizes and consist of a PVC

membrane stretched over an aluminum frame. The fluorescent light source comes with three

alternative coloured acetates.
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Revitalizing environment due to Therapie
Light Panelby Snowlab
(souræ: hup://www.megatronnelsnowlab
design/index_eng. httttl

Envi¡onment alt€r€d due to change in colour of
aoetate sheets behind ligùt panel þ Snowlab
(souroe: hüp://www.megatron.net/snowlabdesign/
index_eng.html

2. Á,ROMATHERÁ.PY- The effect of aromatherapy is used for balancing emotions. It

can involve the combination of flower essences and is simply mixed with bottled water (for

hydration benefit as well, to drink or spray). According to flight attendant Diane Fairchild,

in her research for the fuk /et lag?/et Smart, benefits are drawn from the following scents:

Rescue - softens effects of suess
'Walnut - stability during transition perids
Scleranthus - stabilizes mood swings

Yarrow- strengthens the zubtle body

3. BODYWORK (massage) - Siaing in cramped seats for hours at a time results in

knotted muscles and physical body errhaustion. Besides doing stretching exercises in your

seat to avoid cramped muscles and walking around the cabin, the oramples of the various

tension relieving bodywork methods are as follows:

Swedish massage

Japanese Shiatsu
Chinese acupuncture
Polarity
Reflexology
Acupressure

Cranial-sacral
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4. SHOWERING and SIQN BRUSHING - The benefits of showers and baths are that

they help to rehydrate as well as replenish moisture right through to the pores. An example

is a hot bath followed by cold shower, from the Swedish tradition, where the cold water aids

in closing pores and reinvigorating the body.

One can also try skin brushing after the flight. By brushing skin, it removes some of

the static electricity accumulated on iets. For best rcults, brush before showering. The

body's electrical ñeld will be turned up, which is a powerful force against accumulating

anything.

5. HYDRATION - It is a fact that the in-flight cabin air is dryer than any of the

world's deserts. Typically, the relative humidity ß 20-25o/o (while optimum comfort is

around 50-5570). Dehydration rates increase 2 to 3 fold in the jet environment. First

symptom of dehydration is dry skin. Essentially one need to drink plenty of water before and

after the flight, an 8-ounce glass each hour, with a shower furthering the rehydration.

6. OXYGEN - The relatively low air pressure inside an airplane also causes problems

because of its effect on oxygen levels. There are diminished oxygen levels in the cabin. The

possibilities of an oxygen bar will help to boost energy levels, relieve stress, aid in relief from

pollution, would helps to relax, ease headaches and hangovers, and essentially reinvigoration

the body and mind.

7. DECREASE ANXIETY TEVELS - Common methods for decreasing stress are yoga,

meditation, and chocolate. 'While regularly practicing yoga aids in improving bone density

and posture, it further helps to relieve stress through breathing and meditation. In addition,

because it stretches you in new \Mays and distributes air and warmth to different areas of the

body, yoga will help to make one feel energized and refreshed.
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8. BODY TEMPERATURE - In order to deal with cool cabins or shifts in climate, one

can take 100 milligrams of natural niacin after touchdown. Every locale has a unique mini-

climate involving differences in humidity, temperature, altitude, wind, and barometric

pressure that will require a certain amount of adaptation. Try using a deep-heating lotion

rubbed on chest, kidney area, feet to increase temperature and circulation.

9. HERBA,L THERAPY - A handful of airport lounges have integrated a herbal bar

and iuice bar for the benefits of natural revitalization, replenishment, and general

refreshment. An example is the BA and Qantas lounge at the Singapore Airport where the

atmosphere is a 'social club-cum-urban spa." (Wallpaper, April2002). Herbal therapy has

been gaining popularity in North America as a compliment to conventional medicine. In

many other countries herbs are already regulated by the government and available by

prescription.

10. CLOTHING PRESS SERVICE - A laundry service or simply the provision of an

iron and ironing board will help to accommodate any meetings, and social engagements

directly after the flight.

ll. WEÁ,R COMFORTABTE SHOES - Another consequence of the in-flight

environment is due to low pressure. The low pressure causes our body tissues to swell up

with nitrogen gas. The body swells at a rate of 2oo/o at an altitude of 5000 ft,25o/o at 6000 ft,

and 35olo at 8üÐ ft. The effect is most notåble is the feet and hands, which is why wearing

comfortable shoes is quite important.

12. DIET - The "jet lag diet" was developed by Dr. Charles Ehret of the U.S. Energy

Departments Argonne National laboratory in Agronne, Illinois. . Meal basics are known to
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affect the synchronizing of circadian rh¡hms. According to the laboratory, the diet is also

being used to speed the adiustment of shift workers, such as power-plant oPerators, to

periodically rotating work hours. Essentially, the diet involves alternating days of feasting and

fasting. You break the final fast aboard the plane at your destination's breakfast time.

The first step is figuring out breakfast time at your destination on the day of your arrival.

Then, starting four days before that hour, feast. On feast days, eat a high-protein breakfast

and lunch and a high-carbohydrate dinner. The protein in meat, fish, eggs, beans and high-

protein cereals will stimulate the body's active cycle, according to the diet. A high

carbohydrate dinner-spaghetti without any meat filling or meat sauce, potatoes, rice and

sweet dessert-makes you sleeP.

The following day, fast or eat as little as possible. 'What little you eat should be low in

carbohydrates and calories and should include light soups and salads, fruit and unbuttered

half-pieces of bread. Fasting depletes the liver's store of carbohydrates, the diet says, and

helps prepare the body's clock for resetting. The day þfore the flight, repeat the feast. On all

three days, drink tea, coffee or other caffeinated beverages only between 3 p.m. and 5 p.m.

when their effecr on yolrr body clock is neutral. On the day of the flight, fast again.

13. AVOID ATCOHOL and COFFEE - Alcohol is a diuretic which means that is

draws water from the body's cells, the same lvay the coffiee will. Since dehydration is a maior

problem of airline flights for the passenger, drinking either substance should be avoided on

the flight. Further, alcohol is a depressant and disrupts the clarity of the brain. This

contributes to general exhaustion and srtends the period required for the body to adjust to

new time zones
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14. NAPPING - Crossing time zones probably means that you will be trying to sleep

at times when your internal body clock says you should be awake. Improve alertness by

supplementing reduced sleep with a short nap (45 minutes), or a longer nap (two hours).

Remember that any sleep is better than no sleep.

T.7 BEHAVIOURALREqUIREMENTS

V/ithin the conte:rt of an airport there are certain behaviors that emerge and require

specific amenities:

1. PRIVACY -Within human nature are modes of perception that are understood as

defining one's territory. Territory is the term used to describe an animal's or human's

defended space or area. V/hat Robert Sommer in the article "spatial Invasions" refers to as

"portable territories" is the innate sense of personal boundary each human constantly carries

with them. Individual distance only exists when two or more people are present and is

further affected by population density and territorial behavior. Invasion of personal space is

an intrusion into a person's self-boundaries and can cause anxiety, discomfort, and suspicion.

Personal space is hard to pinpoint in shape or size as it is not necessarily spherical nor does it

extend equally in all directions. In addition, it has been notd in Sommer's article that people

are able to tolerate a closer presence of a stranger at their sides than directly in front of them.

There are major differences, though, between cultures in the distances that people maintain

and should be taken into consideration when designing spaces. With personal space there is a

level of invisibility that is compensatd through the understood language of posture, gesture,

and specific choice of location that sends a message to others. There are standards of offense
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and defense in space. For instance, to appear as though a øble is under one's domain, the

ideal spot is in the cenrer seat with their back to the wall so they can observe all who enter. It

is also key that all who enter notice the spectâtor and, therefore, understand that a position is

being guarded. It is this sense of secured territory that is coveted, especially if it requires

occupation for any length of time.

2. pUBLIC SPÁ.CE - There is always an opposite scenario, and there are people who

much þrefer a social atmosphere to one of being in solitude. The "white noise" involved with

public spaces helps to focus cert¿in people. It is common under certåin conditions, such as

eating in a cafeteria, that one person could react to another as an obiect. V/ith this attitude,

these environments can allow for psychological withdrawal and private contemplation.

There is also the need for those traveling alone to engage with others and the lounge provides

the opportunity for social interaction.

3. COMFORT - Both physical and emotional comfort should be addressed.

Ergonomics of seating is basic comfort, but allowing for the feeling of the familiar helps to

ease people's minds about the environment they are in. If they feel as though they are able to

recognize the graphics or way-finding, there ability to maneuver is increased and their

confidence is boosted.

4. A¡rIXIETY - Anxiety or stress will result due to flying, the upcoming vacation or

meeting, and, now even, terrorism. The lounge is an atmosphere where one can unwind with

a drink or simply by reading a magazine. There is opportunity for storing luggage in a locker

to ensure that nothing could be stolen and allows one to move around unimpeded by bags. A

visual connection to the runway may be necessary to instill confidence and also adapt the

passengers to what is to come.
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5. CONTROL - The idea of control goes back to comfort and the ability to recognize

something of your surrounding. For example is you a familiar with the graphics for a space

you can easily identify where the shopping or restaurants are, know where the washroom is,

and can understand the arrivals and departures signage. Making sure the signage is large

enough to be read from a distance is important, especially is one chooses to wander. Also

installing arrival and departure signage in closed rooms such as the lounge or arcade is also

important.

6. RELIEF - have finally packed all bags, are now checked in. Have been waiting for

the start of the holidays or iourney for quite some time, moment has finally arrived and you

can stop stressing about forgetting to pack something. One is calm and ready for the

oncoming adventure, probably by reading a magazine or sipping coffee.

7. DISTRÁ.CTION - As with the white noise distraction of the public environment

there is a different strategy in that of occupying children during times of waiting. A popular

amenity in the V/innipeg Airport is the Pþ Structure and the Inter-City Leisure Arcade.

Combined with public seating the area occupies children while letting the adults sit down

and relax.

8. PREPARATION - place for personal preparation within the washrooms, enough

room in the common lounge to place belongings or stow last minute purchases. Horizontal

surfaces should allow room for bags, perhaps a lower surface for a purse and high for standing

task activity.

9. ANTICIPATION - excirement can begin at the airport, the vacation seems to

become official once one arrives. The airport will be remembered as part of the travel
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experience and must provide an avenue of excitement within the amenities provided.

Opportunities for internet kiosks, DVD rentals, or even photo booths will allow for release of

energy. Visual stimulation will further add to the mix with video screens or vivid signage.

10. BOREDOM - been here, done that syndrome. Frequent fliers need to be revived

with new activities or visual stimulation, possibly through access to a video screen or access

to phone jacks for þtops.

1.8 ESTIMATED FLOOR AREA

Based on the existing floor plan of the Winnþg Airport the proposed space would be

located in the northwest corner of the second floor of the Departure lounge. 'West 
Jet and

smaller airlines depart from this area. Using the former Air Canada lounge space, a portion

of the North Lounge and the e:risting washrooms allows for the oramination of space -

equaling approximately 6000 square feet.
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1.9 SPATIALREQIUIREMENTS

The following table is a breakdown of the spatial requirements anticipated in each

zone with the resulting behavioral response indicating the intended atmosphere.

AREA
BEHAVIORAL

RESPONSE

1.9.l Aerolounge -social
-stimulating
-upscale
-pampered

-association with locale

1.9.2 Travel Resource

Centre

1.9.3 Common Lounge

1.9.4 Public Washrooms
(including exterior
circulation)

-stimulating
-reviølizing
- relaxed and calming

-comfort
-efficient
-confident

-vibrant
-efficient
-tasteful

ACTTVITIES
SQUARE

FOOTAGE

3750 1. lobby
2. waiting area

3. work space

4. telephoneaccess

5. quiet area

6. quick dining/ bistro
7. kitchen/preparea
8. prep areal splash ståtion

9. wash station

500
(will be

integrated in
AeroLounge)

1. showers/ soak ståtion
2. massage center
3. aroma/ herbaV hydral

oxygen therapy bar
4. light panel area

5. prep station
1000 1. waiting area

2. gathering space

3. telephone access

4. internet access

5. quietspace
6. children's space

1250 l.prep area

2. wash area

3.baby changing station
4. personal station
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1.10 SPATIALCHARÁ,CTERS

The following chart elaborates on the intended atmosphere in each zone. Statement of

the approach will be important for the design phase.

AREA

3.10.1 Aerolounge

3.10.2 Travel Resource

Centre

3.10.3 Common Lounge

3. 10.4 Public'Washrooms

EMOTIONAL
VATUE

-sense of privacy,

retreat
- comfon
-security

- unwind,
- distress

- sense ofcontrol
- anticipation

- abilþ to prepÍue

- sense ofcontrol over

APPROACHATMOSPHERE

geometric-secure

-stÍmulatÍng
-relaxd
-pampered
-social
- association with locale

ie sense of horizon
geometric-stimulating

-revitalizing
-efficient
- relaxed ¿¡d snlmi¡g
- spaciow

geomeuic-comfort
-efficient
- confident

geometric-vibrant
-efficient
- tasteful
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1.11 FUNCTIONAT REqInREMENTS - AEROLOUNGE

AREA

1. Lobby/ Reception

2. Waiting Area

3. Game Cenue

4. Telephone Access

5. Q¡riet Area

6. Quick Dining/
Bistro

7. Kitchen/ Prep Area

8. Prep Area/ Splash

Station

9. Wash Station

MOBTTITY

- mobile

-built in
-built in
-flexible
-flexible

-nounted
-secured

-flexible
-wired in
-wired in
-pennanent
-flexible
-built in
-portable
-flexible

-built in
-plumbing line
-transpoftable
-built in
-flexible
-flexible

-permaDent

-permanent
-built in
-built in
-permÍrnent
-built in
-pefmanent
-pennanent

-pennanent
-p€nnanent
-stationary

DIMENSIONS
L" x'W'" x H"

NUMBER
REqUIRED

FURNISHING &
EQUIPMENT

48

60
t4

2.s 36

20 36

4.s 16

I

2

1

-signage for arrivals and

deparnrres
-horizontal surfaces

-computers for check-in"/out
20

10

33 33 33

24 24 30
-armchairs
-end tables

40.8 3.5 24.4

10 10 4.5

ls ls 15

2

2

I

-plasma screens

-x box game system

-seating
1056
1056
3ó .25 96
18 15 18

4

2

2

I

-public telephone
-private telephone
-acoustical barriers
-seating

1

4

B

I

48516
t4 12 2.5

30 30 15

96 .25 96

-magazine/ neÌvspaper display
-personal DVD players

-low seating
-acoustical barrier

1

2

2

2

10

5
4

30 t0 20

20 t4 20

36 24 36

48 22 36
t2 12 30

24 24 42

14', 7' 4',

-beverage dispþ
-coffee machine
-food cart
-prep surface
-bar stools

-high tables
-banquettes

36
48

30 30 s6

t2'
t2'

30

l4

-fridge
-sink, microwave, dishwasher

-horizontal surfaces

-shelves, storaqe

1

I
3

6

72

36

36
30
t2

60 24

18 48

88
25
.s 36

-closet

-lockers
-high, narrow sink
-towel bar
-mirror

1

20
1

1

1

4

6
4

2

20

22

18

48

t7 20

27 2t
18 18

60 .5

- sink
- toilet
- stool
- mirror
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1.11 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS _ TRAVEL RESOURCE CENTRE

AREA MOBILITY

1. Showers/ Soak

Station

2. Massage Centre

3. Aroma/ Herbal/
Hydra/Oxygen
Therapy Bar

4. Light Space

5. Prep Station

- pennanent
- flexible
- built in

-flexible
-built in
-flexible

-built in
-built in
-flexible
-pennanent
-pennanent
-pennanerìt
-flexible
-wired in
-flexible

-flexible
-built in
-built in
-pennanent

-built in

DIMENSIONS
L" x'W'" x Htt

NUMBER
REqUIRED

ruRNISHING &
EqTJIPMENT

48 60 132

30 18 18

24 10 2

2422

3

3

3

3

-shower
-seating

-clothing shelves

-towel bar
72 30 34

48 10 40

18 18 18

1

3

I

-massage tåble
-shelving
-seating

78 10 40

120 22 36

t2 12 30

20 20 20

24 40 30

20 20 20

4

I
8
2

1

2

2

-shelving
-counter
-bar stools
-orygen machine
-fridge
-sink
-display systems

3

32

t32

36 24

22 24

120 1

2

4

I

-light panels

-casual seating
-acoustical barriers

60

36

36

t7

22 36

.s6
10 50

205

330
205

35

17

2

2

4

I

1

I

-iron and ironing board
-hanging rod
-shelving
-sink with disposable toothbrush
and toothpaste
-horizontal surface

-sink
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1.11 zuNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS - COMMON LOUNGE

AREA

l. Waiting Area

2. Gathering Space

3. Telephone Access

4. Internet Access

5. Quiet Space

1.11 FUNCTIONAL REQIUIREMENTS - PUBTIC WASHROOMS

AREA

1. Prep Area

2. Wash Area

3. Baby Changing
Station

4. Personal Station

MOBITITY

-flexible/static
-built in
-ståtionary

-flexible

-wired in
-wired in
-pennanent
-flexible
-wired in

-built in

MOBILITY

-built in.
-pennÍrnent

-pennanent
-pennanent

-foldable
-built in
-built in
-permanent

NUMBER
REQUIRED

DIMENSIONS
L" x'!V" x H"

FURNISHING &
EQUIPMENT

60
20

2

60 24 29

24 12 2

6060 5

-seating

-horizontal surhces
-sþage for arrivals and

deparnrres

I
-open afea

{ocal artwork or sculpture ix¡ a

landmark place to meet
3
2

2

2

10s6
1056
36 .25 96

18 ls 18

- public telephones

- private telephones

- acoustic barrier
- seating

5

5

60
18

84
18

30

15
- internet kiosk
- seating

10

1

24 24 30

96 .25 96
- seating
- acoustical barrier

NUMBER
REQUIRED

DIMENSIONS
LoxW"xH"

ruRNISHING &
EqUIPMENT

72 20 30
t7 20 20

72 .5 60

4

I
4

-horizontal surface

-sink
-mirror

12

4

4

31

60
10

t7 20

60 .s

105

-sink
-mirror
-hand dryer

36 24 33

18 18 48
2

2

2

-changing table
-diaper deposit
-shelf for bags and purses

22

24

21

6

27

18

8
4

-toilet
-urinals
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1.13 ZONING

GENERAL ZONING OF NORTH DEPARTURE LOUNGE
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tr!
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o^¡Ê r

E

E
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Prep
Wash

OPEN TO MAIN FLOOR BELOW
NOR'ÍH ARRIVALS AREA
DilESIIC BAGGAGE CLÀIM

[ilNrEC HOI&S 
^ND 

TA! $ÂV6S
ItF@Atrd ñ6

OVERVIEW OF NORTHWEST CORNER,
DEPARTURE LOUNGE.
SECOND LEVEL OF
WINNIPEG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

NOT TO SCALE

ZONING FOR AEROLOUNGE AND PUBLIC U/ASHROOMS

Entrance

Prep Area/

Entrance

Seating

Personal
Station

Common
Lounge
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stffi^d

srfi^G
srü^€

Game Centre

Lobby/

Resource

Centre

Waiting Area

Quick Dining/
Bistro

Prep Area

Public W
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PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ZONES FOR AEROLOUNGE

Game centre -
-public
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2.0 DESIGN CONSIDERÁ.TTONS

2.1 SAFETY AND SECURITY

Based on the behavioral requirements of anxiety, control, and comfort special

a6ention to these needs is required. Surprisingly, compared with poll results two months

after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks on New York and Washington, a new poll shows no drop in

the percentage of people who are still afraid to fly. In the survey Nov. 26-27, 43o/o said they

were "very afraid" or nsomewhat afraid" of flying. Today, 44o/o are fearful. (USA Today'

February 13, 2002 - http://www.usatoday.com/news/nationl2D2l02ll4lfear-flying-usat.htm).

Examining luggage and coat storage may address security needs regarding personal

belongings.

2.2 UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBLITIY

Universal Design is defined as "the design of products and environments to be useable by

all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized

design." (Canadian Transport Agency, 2W2).

Travel, even under the most favourable of circumstances, can often be tryrng and even

exasperating. If the system creates further obstacles because of deficiencies in the means of

communication, then the traveler with a seeing or hearing disability, for o<ample, is at a

severe disadvantage. It has been estimated that, in Canada, a country of some 30 million

people, nearly 4 million citizens, 15 years and over, have some level of disability. In addition,
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there is an aging population who further require special assistance. In any given year 700,000

people with disabilities travel by air within Canada.

The following are some universal design guidelines in relation to the 'Winnipeg

International Airport:

l.Reducing glare in the Air Terminal Building (ATB) through the use of indirect

lighting.

2. Universal Design standards to be adopted for washrooms.

a. Passageways and access aisles are at leat 48" wide

b. 80' minimum clear height throughout all circulation routes, passageways and

access aisles

c. Wheelchair turning spaces are provided wherever required - 60" diameter

d. Accessories are fully recessed into the walls wherever possible

e. Countertop sinks with knee space and a protective panel below

f. Enlarged stall to measure approximately 66" by 66"

g. Doorless entry for universal accessibility

3. Tactile flooring installed at any locations where there are changes in grade.

4. Incorporate a Telephone-Teletype Devices (TTYs) in the common lounge. A TTY

is a special device that lets people who are deaf, hard of hearing, or speech-impaired

use the telephone to communicate, by allowing them to ty?e messages back and

forth to one another instead of talking and listening. A TTY is required at both ends

of the conversation in order to communicate.

5. Install tactile and Braille signage for washrooms and TTY directional signage. These

signs are now standard fior all washroom and payphone locations.
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2.3 MATERIALS, COLOURS, TEXTURE, LIGHTING, ELEMEIVT/PRINCIPTE

A. AEROLOUNGE

The following chart is an examination of the characteristics desired in each of the areas due to the furnishings,

equipment and also f¡om the spatial character desired,

AREA
ELEMENT/
PRINCIPLE

\l 1. tobby/
Reception

2. \il-aiting Area

4. Telephone

Access

-emphasis

line
-form

-fiorm
-line
-unity
-rhythm
-unity
-unity

-form

-recessed

incandescent light
{ow task lighting

LIGHTING

-uack lighting

-task lighting
-general overhead

-soft
-smooth
-smooth
-soft
-smooth
-soft

-smooth

TEXTURE

-smooth
-sleek

-smooth

-smooth

-smooth

-chartrzuse velvet
-silver

-black
-chartreuse canvas

-black
-taupe

-birch

COLOUR

-plastic
-upholstery
-plastic
-wool (aaditionally
used in airpon
design)
-wood

LCD screen

-wood
-plastic

-upholstery
-chrome/glass

MATERIAT

-signage for arrivals
and depamrres

-horizontal zurfaces

-computer

-armchairs
-end tables

-public telephone
-seating

-private telephone
-acoustical barriers

-seatinq

FURNISHING &
EQUIPMENT



\¡

5, Quiet Area

6. Video Cenue

6, Quick Dining /
Bistro

8. Prep Area/
Splash Station

9. V/ash Station

-uack lighting
-individual lamps

-goft, non reflective
lighting

-track lighting
-recessed

incandescent lights

-soft, incandescent

lighting
-wall washes

-wall washes

-soft pile
-smooth

-smooth

-smooth

-smooth
-sleek

-pebbly
-smooth
-pebbly
-smooth

-smooth
-smooth
-rorgh
-sleek

-smooth

-glossy

-glossy

-smooth
-smooth

-soft
-soft pile

-smooth
-smooth

-walnut
-walnut
-8rey
-silver
-black frame

-black
-black
-birch
-silver ftame

-caramel suede

-cre¡rm

-silver
-black

-charueuse

-silver
-silver
-white
-mocha

-white
-mocha

-wood
-wood
-concrete
-chrome
-glæs

-porcelain
-porcelain
-wood
-glass

-upholstery
-wool

-steel

-plastic

-LCD screens

-upholstery
-wood
-laminaæ
-steel
-chrome
-laminate
-vinyl, chrome
-laminate, chrome
-vinyl

-closet

-lockers
-high, narrow sink
-towel bar
-mirror
- sink
- toilet
- stool
- miror

-monitors
-video game s)¡stems

-low seating
-tables

-beverage display
-coffee machine
-food cart
-prep zurface
-bar stools

-high tables
-banquettes

-magazine display
-personal DVD
players

{ow seating
-acoustical barrier

-space

-unþ

-form
-unity

-emphasis

-line
-unity
-shape

-shape

-form
-rhythm
-form
-scale

-unity
-texnrre
-line

-ohape

-form
-form



B. TRAVEL RESOURCE CENTER

AREA

{
l.J

1. Showers/ Soak

Station

2. Massage Centre

3. Aroma/
Herbal/ Hydra/
Orygen
Therapy Bar

4. Light Space

5. Prep Station

-nothing but the
light panels

-bright, overhead

-task lighting

-soft, incandescent

-task lighting

- spotlight

-backlit

LIGHTING

-ambient

-smooth
-velvety
-soft

-smooth

-smooth
-smooth
-smooth

-polished
-smooth

-smooth,/soft

-smooth
-terrycloth
-sleek

-polished
-smooth

-smooth
-smooth

-glossy

-sleek

TEXTURE

-smooth
-smooth
-sleek

-smootb

-silver/white

-whitdgray
-white

-silver
-walnut
-white

-clear
-white/gray
-silver/birch
-8rey
-silver
-white
-clear

-watery blue
-taupe
-taupe

COLOUR

-walnut
-walnut
-silver

-charueuse

-walnulwhite
-walnut
-white

-chrome
-wood
-Porcelain

-metaVcloth

-granite
-porcelain

-acetate

- upholstery
-wool

-wood/ cloth
-wood
-upholstery
-glass

-granite
-steeVwood

-metaVplastic

-metal/glass door
-porcelain
-glass

MATERIALS

-1'x1" glass tile

-wood
-wood

-chrome

-iron & ironing
board
-hanging rod
-shelving
-sink vrith
disposable

toothbnrsh and

toothpaste
-horizontal surhce
-sink

{ight panels

-cazual seating
-acoustical
barriers

-massage table
-shelving
-seating

-shelving
-counter
-bar stools
-oxygen machine
-fridge
-sink
-display sy$ems

FURNISHING &
EQUIPMENT

-seating
-clothing shelves

-towel bar

-shower

ELEMENT/
PRINCIPLE

-line

-harmony
-line
-line
-form
-line
-form
-line
-shape

-form
-mass

-mass

-balance

-emphasis

-textule
-unity

-unity

-line
-line
-form

-line
-form



C. COMMON TOIINGE

{(,

AREA

1. lü'aíting Area

2. Gathering
Space

3. Telephone

Access

4. lnternet Access

5. Quiet Space

LIGHTING

-fluorescenæ with
colored filter

-fluorescents

-spodights

-task lighting
-fluorescents

-fluorescent
-reduced glare

scfeenS

-pendant lights

TÐ(TURE

-smooth

-smooth
-smooth

-heavy

-smooth
-smooth
-smootlr
-pebbly
-smooth

-soft

-smooth, soft
-soft pile

COLOUR

-red vinyl
-walnut
-blue

-any

-black
-black
-red
-taupe

-taupe

-red

-birch, charcoal
-cream

MATERI.ALS

- upholstery
- laminaæ
- LCD screen

-canvas, acrylic,
metal, etc,

-plastic
-plastic

-wool
-vinyl
-laminate
-upholsæry

-wood, cloth
-wool

FURNISHING &
EqUIPMENT

-seating

-horizontal surfaces
-signage for arrirals
& depam¡res

-local ar¡vork or
sculpüre, landmark
place to meæ

- public telephones
- private telephones
- acoustic barrier
- seatinß
- internet kiosk
- seating

- æating
- acoustical barrier

ETEMENT/
PRINCIPTE

-rhythm
-rhythm
-emphasis

-emphasis

-unity
-unity
-unity
-form
-shape

-form

-form



\¡È

D. PUBLIC Iü/ASHROOMS

AREA

1, Prep Area

2. Wash A¡ea

3.Baby Changing

Statíon

4. Personal Station

TIGHTING

-soft, inca¡descent

-soft, incandesc€nt

-bright
-task ltghting

-soft, incandescent

TÐffURE

-pebbly
-glossy

-smooth

-gtossy

-pebbly

-smooth
-rough

-glossy

-glosy

COLOUR

-taupe

-taupe
-black frame

-taupe

-cre¿un

-chrome
-taupe

-smooth
-smooth

-smooth

I\{ATERI.ALS

-laminate
-porcelain
-glass

-porcelain
-glass

-porcelain

-laminate
-metal
-tile

-porcelain
-porcelain
-laminaæ

ruRNISHING &
EqUIPMENT

-horizontal rurface
-sink
-mirror

-sink
-mirror
-hand dryer

-changing table
-diaper deposit
-shelffor bags &
pu¡ses

-toilet
-urínals
-stalls

ETEMENT/
PRINCIPTE

-line
-unþ
-shape

-form
{hape
-unity

-form
-untty
-line

-unity
-unity



2.4 ACOUSTICS

In regards to the quiet zones within the lounges, special attention needs to be given in

acoustic barriers. The dæign can become a tactile feature through the specification of the

unique wool fibre. Every wool fibre has a natural elasticity and wave or crimp that allows it

to be stretched as much as one third and then sprung back into place. Its complex cellular

structure also enables it to absorb moisture vapour but repel liquid. No synthetic fibre has

been able to combine all these characteristics. An outer layer of scales and the bulk of the

fìbre, called the cortex is made up of millions of long cells held together by a strong natural

binding material. The characteristic crimp in the wool fibres makes them stand apart from

each other. As a result, little pockets of still air are trapped between the fibres. This lining of

air trapped inside the fabric acts as an insulator. Still air is one of the best insulators found in

nature. V/ool is also a wonderful insulator against noise. It absorbs sound and reduces noise

level considerably. For this reason wool wallpaper is often used in offices, restaurants, airport

terminals, etc. Wool is also an ideal material used in such places as concert halls to attain the

best acoustics possible.

2.5 ERGONOMICS

êr-ge'näm-iks. An applied science concerned with the characteristics of people that need

to be considered in designing and arranging things that they use in order that people and

things will interact most effectively and safely ('Webster's Collegiate Dictionary). In order to

adapt our bodies to air travel demands, the following is a list of things to keep in mind.
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l. proper Seatiog - The human body is built to move, not sit. A chair needs to be

responsive to the different body positions. A self-articulating chair will flex

according to the sitter's movements.

2. Stress - Stress is an enemy. It depletes oxygen and blood to the body, tenses the

rnuscles, and compromises the immune system. Managing stress means taking

breaks - big ones and little ones-

3. C,ontrol - em*i"g for a sense of control and awareness within the setting will

reduce the stress ler¡el of the occupant. Adequate signage, lighting, and

res¡ronsive seating will aid in this sense.

4 General Heafth - Ultimately, the best prevention strategy is good general health-

Eat well, get sleep, have some fun in life- travel!

2.6 WAYFINDING AND SIGNAGE

Adequate signage is necessary for both knowledge of arrir¡als and departures as well as

knowledge of where amenities and services are. Using one type of graphic, though allowing

for variations, will creåte a familiarity used to understand how to move through the interior

environment of the airport.

2.7 TECHNOLOGY .AND IMPLEMENTATION

As an environment associated with modern transportation, a modern implementation of

technology should follow to reinforce the leading edge of the airport and air travel industry.

Examples of new technologies that will be implemented within the lounge spaces are:

1. plasma screeDs in a game centre and. x-box system for enbanced entertainment

Panasonic TH42PWD 42" Plasma television

Product dimension :W: 40.8" H:24.4" D:3.56'

Plasmasseen
(source htç://www.frrtureshop.ca)
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2.lcd monitors in a chat room space

3. fibre optic lighting in gaming center, along wall opposite the screens and along the

floor to reduce glare

4. interactive kiosks in the common waiting area for arrivals and departures, weather

in destination, current local news, etc.

5. mechanical garment conveyor will be used in adjacency to the reception desk. The

rail assembly system brings the desired garment to the front with the use of a foot

switch or can be electrically routed to the computer keyboard. The conveyor is

loaded from a single location and also specified due its space saving dimension,

slimmest model though length is easily altered.

3.0 DETAITS - RESPONSE TO PROGRAMME

3.1 AEROLOUNGE

In generating the Spatial Characters for the prqect, the intent of the atmosphere

became a determining factor for the approach. The approach allows for a direction of the

intention or concept within the interior environments. In desiring a stimulating yet relaxing

environment, the use of the geometric approach will allow for a dynamic environment. The

concept for the Aerolounge is - An Urban Retreat. Examples of proposed design details are:

1. Based on user profile and an examination of the existing Air Canada Lounge, there
is a clear gap in thoce who are able to access the lounges. Air Canada has focused

mainly on the business traveler, catering to their needs and desires with the

inclusion of the Business Centre as well as the concierges for the Super elite fliers.
For the smaller airlines, such as 'Westjet, passengers are more diverse and the
proposed lounge needs to meet the needs of the leisure, student, and senior traveler
as well as the business. Knowing this user proñle affects the interior dimension in
the following ways:

â. the former p¿¡ssengers often travel in pairs or more as compared to the

solo business flier, seating arrangements will need to be flexible to

accommodate.
b. a more casual atmosphere will be more appropriate
c. decreased need for business centre, more a cyber caË i.e. bar seating

2. concrete, trough style sink for quick cleansing, acts ¿rs the splash station. Rough

texture to encourage quick use, aggressive to<ture
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3. importance of visual access to airport context, in this instance within the building-
o<tend floor over north arrivals main floor, increases impression of visual area

within lounge

4. accommodating the clients emotional needs i.e. personal attachment to baggage,

how to provide storage solutions that provide a sense of security

S.need for private zones i.e. for telephone acces.s it requires sense of security, thus

requiring lowered ceiling height and upholstered seating, needs to be integrated

into a lounge concept

6.use of local connection, in addition to artwork and artifacts will incorporate the

symbolic feature of the horizon and will incorporate features of prairie wildgrasses

7.in desiring the effect of the horizon, emphasis on line, can be used in long, lean

tables, strips of glazing, slim bands of lighting, low to the ground effects

8.in response to senses - touch: variations in textures

-sighc visual appeal in cubic senses

-sound: quiet and loud zoning
-smell aromatherapy bar
-taste: fresh muffins, microbrews, coffee,

3.2 TRÁ,VEL RESOURCE CENTRE

See above for concept, as the spaces will be interwoven. The following list is

recommendations for the Travel Resource Centre:

1. for a spa-like atmosphere, will treat the light space as a stimulation zone.

Essentially a space to relax and abrsorb the light, nothing but seating in the room

for little distractions, perhaps more efficient to combine with showers since is a

space where one will already be undressed and able to soak up the light

2. barrier free accommodations both within the bathrooms and showers, clear floor

space for efÊciency of turning radius will also encourage lack of lower cabinets

and allow for exposed plumbing

3. wall surfaces- effect to be stimulating, perhaps tiles are laid in a diagonal pattern

rather than straight

4. the shower stålls \¡¡ill be fully tiled for ease of cleaning
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3.3 COMMON TOUNGE

Recommendations for the Common Lounge are as follows:

1. armless benches will be specified for those who are keen to lie down and relax

2. individual chairs and tables will be incorporated for those who prefer more

private settings and need an increased amount of personal space

3. increased sensitivity will be used in the location of signage and increased sense of
control within the space

4. seating will be focused around the gate, observation determined this is where

people generally sat

5. internet kiosks will be incorporated, access to phone jacks for those with laptopt

3.4 PUBLIC V/ASHROOMS

Recommendations for the Public Washrooms are as follows:

L incorporating a doorless entry for universal access as well as clear message of the

forthcoming space

2. allowing for various zones within the washrooms

a. immediate accessibility for those with disabilities or those with children

b. sinks enclosed by walls to create a washing center

c. use of a mirrored wall with a ledge for purses and bags for those who do

not need to wash put solely to "prepare"

d. toilets are in the furthest zone, and set behind walls for a more discreet

atmosphere.

3. for the toilets, the stall walls will be merely 2" from the floor to remain easy to
clean under, but increase the sense ofprivacy

4. stalls will be specified with a warmer laminate finish, such as wood, to avoid an

industrial and sterile feel
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1.0 FLOOR AND CEILING FINISH

00È

ROOM NAME

RECEPTION

RESOURCE

WAITING AREA

TOILET ROOMS

SHOWER ROOMS

HALTWAY

MÁ.SSAGE ROOM

GENERÁ.t
WAITING AREA

BISTRO

BAR

PRIVATESEATING

REMARKS

-dynarnic entrance with what
appears ro be a plane sliced

through the wall
See #T

{owered ssiling plan in more

intimate area

-feeling of increased height,
transition from hallway
-sense ofretreat
-full height for atmosphere of

{owered ceiling plan in more
intinaæ zoning area

-baseboards will funher aid in
reflecting light towards the

tiles

-baseboards provide
conti¡uous look throughout
the
-open and clean

-stainless steel -sense of

-continuous look within space

-ceiling tull height
-framed banquette which
lorvers ln volume
-st¿inless steel for more
industrial and electronic feel

-perforated pþnrood,
natural lacquered

-perforated plywood,
painted charcoal (s"-e
as wall colour)
-walnutveneer
-inner suråce matte
paint
-perforated plywood,
natural lacquered

-perforated plywood,

natural lacquered

-perforaæd pþ'wood,
nattrral lacquered

FINISH
-walnut veneer

-walnut veneer

-painted surface

-walnut veneer

-Acoustiply

-Acoustiply

-Acoustiply

1'bulkhead

- 1"x1" glass

tiles

2'Bulkhead

Acoustiply

2'Bulkhead

-Acoustiply

TYPE
1'Suspended

Bulkhead

-2'
Br¡lkhead

11',

1l',

It'

11',

10'

11',

g',

11'

11'

CEILING

HEIGHT

11"

9',

-8" h stainless steel

N/A

-8" h concrete

N/A

-8" h stai¡less steel

-8" h stainless steel

-8" h stainless steel

BASEBOARD

-8" h stainless steel

-8" h slate tiles

-8" h slate tiles

- polished concrete
with walnut planks

laid at 45'
- polished concrete

with walnut planks

laid at 45'
- polished concrete
with walnut planks

laid at 45'

- 1"x1'glass tiles

- 1'x1'slate tiles

- 1"x1" glass tiles

- polished concrete
with walnut planks
laid at 45'
- polished concrete
with walnut planks
laid at 45"

FTOOR

polished concrete
with walnut planks

laid at 45"

carpet to define area

- l'xl'slate tiles

- l'xl'slate tiles

AUDIO ROOM



2.0 WALL FINISH

oo

ROOM NAME

RECEPTION

RESOURCEWAITING
AREA

TOILET ROOMS

sHowrR RooMs

HÄLLW'AY

MASS,{,GE ROOM

GENER.{L WAITING
AREA

BISTRO

BÁ"R

PRIVATE SEATING

N/A

N/A

-HC-94
Old Salem Gray
Benlamin Moore

-cc-770
Denim'Wash
Beniamin Moore
-blue acrylic panels

-blue glass tiles

-c-70
Dune White
Beninmin Moore

-c0148
Whistler Blue
Ralph I¿uren
-c-70
Dune'V/hite
Beniamin Moore

N/A

'WTST
-c-70
Dune White
Benjami¡¡ Moore
-upholstered wall
-above banquette is

Dune'lVhite

-HC-94
Old Salem Gray
Beniamin Moore

-frosted white
acrylic panels

-c-70
Dune'lVhite
Beniamin Moore

-c-70
Dune White
Benjamin Moore
-c-70
Dune'White
Benjamin Moore

N/A

-'Walnut Veneer

-cc-770
Denim'S/ash
Beniamin Moore
-blue acrylic panels

-blue glass tiles

-c-74
Dune White
Beniami¡ Moore

EAST

-Walnut Veneer

-upholstered wall
-above banqueæe is

Dune'TVhite

-frosted white
acrylic panels

-c0148
'Whistler Blue
Ralph Lauren

-c-70
Dune \ilhite
Beniamin Moore
-HC-85
Fairview ïaupe
Beniamin Moore
-HC-94
Old Salem Gray
Beniamin Moore

-upholstered wall
-above banquette is

Dune White
-cc-770
Denim Wash
Beniami¡ Moore
-blue acrylic panels

-blue glass tiles

-c-70
Dune'White
Beniamin Moore

SOUTH
-HC 50

Georgian brick
Beniamin Moore

-HC-94
Old Salem Gray
Beninmin Moore

-c-70
Dune'TVhite
Beniamin Moore

N/A

NiA

-upholstered wall
-above banquette is

Dune'White

-blue acrylic panels

-blue glass tiles

-c-70
DuneWhite
Beniamin Moore
-c0148
'Whistler Blue
Ralph l¿urm

NORTH

N/A

-c-70
Dune White
Benlamin Moore

-cc-770
Denim'Wash
Benlami¡ Moo¡e

REM,{RKS

-impact of red upon entrance
-dynamic

-wall to be covered in wool with
quilted stitching

-inverted roorrxi, medium rcned
wall colour for impact against

white fi.xnrres

-energizing
-glass tiles on wall to be laid

for

-inward focus for room
-dark walls to play against white
rntenor
North East feanre wall to be in
-HC 50 Georgian Brick

Moore

-feature wall of shelving to
increase dynamic from colour

-w"all rc be covered in wool with
quilted stitching

-dark colour again to bring focus to
interior
-introverted room

Á.UDIO ROOM



3.0 DOOR SCHEDUTE

æ
o\

NAME

ENTRANCE

RESOT'RCE

VTÂITINGARXA

TOITET ROOMS

SHO\I/ER
ROOMS

-Tre-P Tre-Piu
Plaaus

(from:

hap://www,trep-
aepiu.com/)

-custom
(hardware from:
hap://www.dline.co
n/PAGE15.HTM)

-Astor Mobili
-AtlaatÍc
(from:
bttp://www.astor.iV

(hardware from:
hnp://www.ßbusa.c
om)

-Tre-P Tre-Piu
-Plaaus
(from:

http://www.nep-
trepiu.com/)

SOURCE

Ler¡er handle
FSB #1082

Rose #U31
wc #1735 54

Lever handle
FSB #1082

Rose #1731

v/c #1735 54

HARDWARS

Venical ba¡
handle
D-tINE
8112.0

Steel

14.4812.02

Iever handle
FSB #1082

Rose #1731

v¡c #1735 54

-æmpered frosted

glass door

-veneered walnut

IEAF FINISH

Metal leaf with
glass inserts, glass to
be frosted leaving a
3" clear border

The door has an

anodized aluminum
stnrcture with a
walnut multi-ply
insen. 3 tempered

Madræ glass panels

-metal frame

-doorposts

and frames in
walnut finish

-metal frame

FRAME

-metal frame

-hineed, sincle leaf

. , ., .,1: ì \. . ..:.. i':i. ì

-hinced, sincle leaf

TYPE

-rymmeuical, hinged
double leaf

-hinged, single leaf

lfi

REMARKS

-suggestive to
what is beyond
through clear
glass band

-glimpaes of
activity beyond

-full privacy
-seamless effect

-atmosphere of
lightness
-yet advanøge
ofprivacy,
forms barely
visible



æ
\l

STORAGE
DOOR

MASSAGE
ROOM

AUDIO ROOM

Astor Mobili
-America

(from:

hap://www,ætor.itl)

-Tre P Tre-Pui
PauiIIion

(from:

hap://www.trep-
uepiu.com/)

Astor Mobili
-America

(from:

hnp://www.astor.it/)

Ler¡er handle
FSB #1082

Rose #1731
Tü/C #1735 54

Lever handle
FSB #1082

Rose #1731

v/c #1735 54

Lever handle
FSB #1082

Rose #1731

wc #1735 54

Made-rc-measure
with one, two or
more sliding
panels ofclear
glass and with
horizontal inserts

Made-to-measure
with one, t\¡¡o or
more sliding
panels of opal

glass and with
horizontal inserts

-veneered walnut

-walnut

-walnut
frame

-metål frame

-single leaf
-outside mount slidln¡ door

-single leaf
_built in eliding door

door

-single leaf

-built in

-fullwall panel

-appearance of
heavy door
whichwill
detract from
ptrblic use

-allows for light
to come through
-frosted for sense

ofprivacy

-can see activity
beyond
-doors for sense

ofacoustic barrier



4.0 LIGHTING SCHEDULE

æ
æ

ROOM Ni{,ME

RECEPTION

RESOURCE

WÂ.ITING AREA

TOITET ROOMS

sHorürR RooMs

HATTU¡AY

Lucifer Lighting
tight strips
2000-3000 Series

(from : http://www.luciferligh
ting. com/lightsuipa.htm)

Antares
Neuuon
04.1557.10032 (from:

hap://www.stylepark. com)

sot RcE

Pendant Licht+ Raum

04.2086.10100
glass light - Konus

Wall ligbt Mawa Designs

04.2308.10066 qu I
Floor Light
I D L Minigreen
04.1695.10139
(all ftom:
hap://www.srylepark.com)

rtooR

-fluorescent nrbing

Cove lighting

@ùi

CEITING

å

wAtt EFTECTS

-dynamic entraoce
illumination

-highlights individual
Seats

-layered effect to wash

down walls

-diffise horizonøl suips
-stimulating illumination
within shower rooms

-recessed nrbing within
bulkhead
-thin suip of light to
guide though room

layort
-see Detail #18



æ
\Þ

ETTECTS

-floor illumination
-increase effect offloor
glass tiles

-emphasis on lighting
to bring doum ceiling
level, more intimaæ
space

-spotlighu to highlight
products on dispþ in
bisuo shelving

souRcE
V[all light
Mawa Dæigns

04.2308.10066 qu 1

(ftom:

http://www.stylepark. com)

Watl light
Mawa Designs

04.2308.1006ó qu I
(from:

http ://www.stylepark.com)

rW'all mounted track light
GATE B SEVEN GALERY,
Spot for galtery lighting
Ceiling mounted track ligbt

FOttOrfr¡ ME, Spotlight (Pic.

with decorative ríng)
Ttuead: Gx 5,3
Fitted with: Qß-CBC 51, 12V

max.50W
(both from:
http://www.olico.de)

rtooRCEITING

-Custom light boxes

translucent acrylic
boxes

W,{ttROOM NAME

MASSAGE ROOM

GENER tt
U¡AITING AREA

BISTRO



I

-clean and narrow
shaffs of ligbtto
highlight seats and

creat€ rhythmic effect

-highligha indívidual
seats

-overhead lighting to
direct on audio units
and seating only for a

more internal focus for
room

OTIGO
FL-MÂGIC, Room light
Thread: G4
Fitædwith: qT-tP 9,1 1

max.20W
(ftom: http://www.oligo.de)

Antares
04.1557.10032

(from:

htç ://www. stylepark. com)

Wall mounæd
OTIGO
GATE B SEVENGALERY,
Spot for gallery lighting

Ceiling traclc lights
FOttOV/ ME, Spodight (Pic.

with decorative ring)
(both from:

http://www.oligo.de)
Gaming Centre

ßÂR

PRIVATESEATING

AUDIO ROOM



4.0 ENTRANCE,AI{DRECEPTION

g*l

@

Hettlock is an 'invisible" locking system to be used in the luggage

storage system behind the reception desk- Through a digital

connection the transponder activates an electronic controller built into

the furniture. The controller activates the digtttl locking and

unlocking mechanism. The controller and the loclring mechanism can

be installed slotted together or seParate for maximum flexibility.

Hettlock units are installed inside furniture, invisible from outside and

not breaking the flow of the furniture design. Without the consuaint

of the keyhole, interior designers have more freedom in the

specification of zurface finishes.
(source http://www.msww.wadsack.de/ddpresse/hettich)
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6.0 FURNISHINGS

Ehofln'rr
lav Eonee- 8rosn

Iæanherotomans in Gaming Centre
(source hup://egold.mitchellgold.com

Compa.ct, yet comfiortable armchairs for
G€neral Waiting area

(source: hup://www.ligne-roset-usa.com

Canadian designed furnishings, Ma*ha Sturdy ba¡ stools for

Therapy Bar(left) and Bisuo (righ$ (rcurce:

http://www.marthartudy.com/fu ¡nitu¡e/steel-zigzag.hmf )

End table in G€neral Waiting Ârea
22"xlTx2V
(source: hup://www.zonalhome.com.hml)

I^arus Massage cbair by Poltrona Frau

For Massage Room in Resou¡ce Centre
(source hup://www.designvillaç.it/site-
eng/news.asp?idneft's=34Ð
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7.O SHOWER ^ÀND TOILET ROOMS

'Wat€rhll spout to be r¡sed for
splash stæion (source:

http://rvww.serviceparts.kobler.co

Splash station (source: http://www.us-kohler.com/)

Ceiling Mounted Rainshower head

(source:

htç://www.dornbrachtcom/e¡|

C,ontrol pad for various water actions and

features on BodySpa hydro-massage systems. (source:

http://www.serviceparts.kohler.com/glossF.hþl

Toilet room sink and vanity (source:

hup://www.cenmicafl aminia. it/)

Tara fixru¡es for shower (source:

hup://www.dornbracht.com/en /)

*.^
'.2}."

\ñ.¡
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8.0 EQT'IPMENT

The foltowing are pieces of equipment unique to the Aerolounge, otherwise standard

appliances are speciñed for the kitchen area.

{:!åÈALL LTr't;Its
m lts ÕAsrrtÊi5

T_
I
ì

t {r'
ôv6É*Lå
útfit { t

H
HIIGilI

¿ ¡ ?!ã*Â:r rt¡Rl* t,l'A'lÈatL15

.Assembly conveyor, loaded from a single location. Receptionist brioç numbered artide to front with

ease of a foot switch. Ov€rall I"en$h equâts 11' f. (source: htç://www.white-

conveyon.con/systems/drycleaning/assembly.cfu )

ri

Refriger¿tor, Pass-Thru, Two-Section, 63 cu.ft.' (4) frout aiple pane

glass 112 doors & (4) s/s rea¡ 12 doors, all dlocks, (12) univenal tray

slides std, digttal solar LCD thermometer,4n castons, lnHP' (source:

http://shop.toohome.com/hmVproducts/product- 1257 4 -asp)

FFTFñ
; tr.rt
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SECTION C SCALE 3/8" = 1'0"
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KEY ENTRY
SIMILIAR TO AIRPORT LOCKIRS
ONLY DIFFERENCE IS A DIAL
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RTCISSED FLUORTSCENT
TASK LIGHTING
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WALNUT SIDF PANELS

SOUTH EAST ELIVATION

SCALE 1/2" = 1'O"

RTCIPTION DESK

WEST ELEVATION
scALE 1/2" = 1'O"

STAINLESS STETL
BASEBOARD

EAST ELEVATION

SCALE 1/2" = 1'0"

WALNUT VENEER

TEXTURED GLASS SHELF

NORTH WEST ELEVATION

SCALE 1/2" = 1'O"
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TUBES

DETAIL FOR
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L()CKING
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SENSE OF
SECURITY

NICKËL INSËRT
FOR PUSH BAR

PUSH RELEASE

CIRCUIl BOARD FOR
DICITAL LOCKING
DEVICE

DETACHABLE
PANEL

SECTION

SCALE 3/8" = 1'0"

MAXIMUM
CARRY_ON
LUGGAGE
DIMTNSIONS
_45,' IN TOTAL

LOCK

DETAIL OF CORNER

SCALE 3" = 1'0"
SOUTH EAST ELEVATION

SCALT 3/8" = 1'0"

LUGGAGT STORAGE UNITS
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SOUlH ELTVATION
scALE 3/8" : 1'A"

COAT STORAGE

SECTJON

SCALE 3/8" = 1'o"
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MIRROR
AND
SHELVING

BENCH

SHOWER PLAN

SCALE 3/8" = 1'0"

SHOWER FACILITIES

1" X 1"
GLASS
TILES
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SCALE 3/8" = t'A"
SECTION B

SCALE 3/8" = t'0" DTTAIL OF
HIDDEN DRAIN

DRAIN DEÏAiL
scALE 1 1/2" = 1"0"
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WATERFALL FAUCET
RTFERENCE TO
RELAXATION OF NATURE

MINIMAL WATER DEPTH
FOR EMPHASIS ON
QUICK WASHING ONLY

EXPOSED PLUMBING
FOR BARRIER FREE
ACCESSIB]LITY

FOOT CONTROL FAUCTT
THERMOSTATIC SET
WATER TEMPERATURE

WEST ELIVATION
SCALT 3/8" = 1'A"

SPLASH STATION

SECTION

SCALE 3/8" = 1'0"
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MONITORS CONNECTED
TO SWNG ARM TO
DEFINE
PUBLIC/PRIVATE
ACTIVITY
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EASI ELEVATION

SCALE 3/8" = 1'O"

CHAT WALL
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SCATE 3/A" = 1'o
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INDIVIDUAL SEATS
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SCALE 3/8" = 1'o"

THERAPY BAR



STANDARD MARTINI
GLASS

WALNUT STRIPS

TRANSLUCINT GLASS
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LINEAR EFFECT
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SCALT 3" : 1'0
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GRANITE SURFACE
SMOOTHNESS TO
CONTRAST HTAVY
TEXTURE OF WALL

SOUTH TLTVATION

SCALT 3/8" = 1'O"

BISTRO DINING TABLE

LOCAL
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LCD l\/ONITOR

WALNUT VENETR
OVER MDF BLOCKS
STEEL CHANNEL
BOLTED TO FLOOR
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STIEL
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SCALE 3/8" = 1'0"
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FLUORËSCENT TUBNO

ÍRANS[UCENT
AClilC PANEL

BULKHEÂD DETAIL
SCALE 1/2" - 1'o"

WEST ELEVATION

SCALE 3/8" = 1'A"

MAIN SWTCHBOARD
WITH PANEL OF DIMMTR SWTCHES
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SCATE 3/8" = 1'0"

TOWEL DISPOSAL

WEST ELEVATION

SCATE 3/8" = t'0"

PLAN OF TOWEL DISPOSAL UNIT

SCALE 3/8" = 1'o"
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NORTH WEST ELEVATION

SCALT 1/4" = 1'0"

GINERAL WAITING ARTA DIFINTD BY BULKHTAD

LIGHT BOX
TRANSLUCENT ACRYLIC

SCALE 1/2" = 1'0"
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ALL PITCES WITH
WOOD VENETR.
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ISOMETRIC OF
SHELF
COI{NECTlOl'1
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-

6" CANTITEVTRED
SH TLF

NORTH-WESl ELEVATION

SCALE S/e" = l'0"

IVAGAZINT FIATURT WAtt

SOUTH.WEST ELEVATION

SCALE 3/8" = 1'0" DETAIL OF THT LAYTRS
OF TINGER JOINÏS
SCALT 11/2" =1'0"
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